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Commander's assesment tool and a shipboard data management tool. The ultimate
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I. INTRODUCTION
VADM J. Metcalf, USN (Retired), is credited with the concept of the "paperless
ship" navy. He expressed the idea of eliminating all material held in paper form
from the navy's ships. Today, vast amounts of paper are required in the day to day
operation of the navy. This paper consists of many different t>'pes of documents
and forms, including correspondence, personal records, medical records, pay
records, technical manuals, and maintenance manuals. Substantial amounts of time
and money are required to maintain this material, and the amount of weight and
space that is taken up on ship is considerable. These resources can be put to better
use for either weapons systems or to improve hving conditions on board ship.
The current thinking on solving this problem revolves mostly around the
transformation of information currently held in paper form to a digitized format for
use with computers. However, the solutions being worked upon generally involve
systems or databases that have been on the market for a while. Although many of
these systems and databases are ver}' capable, they don't necessarily provide the
best solution because the technology involved is usually already outdated. For
example, most databases currently in use don't allow for the integration of text and
graphics. Additionally, the majorit)' of equipment that the navy currently has is not
generally suitable for presenting information in a natural form that personnel are
used to seeing it in, i. e., text and graphics.
In Januar}' of 1988 a new solution was presented by two students at the Naval
Post Graduate School at Monterey California. CDR B. B. Giannotti and Lt Kevin
F. Duffy came up with the idea of developing a system using off the shelf equipment
not usually associated with the navy [Ref. 1]. Their system, a multimedia database.
simultaneously combines the use of several media at once. The media is in the fomi
of graphic images, text, and sound (digitally recorded and computer generated). The
name of their project is Argos. The purpose of their research was to provide a
prototype system that could be used both as a Battle Group Commander's
assessment tool and a shipboard data management tool.
The Apple Macintosh^ was chosen as the equipment for the implementation of
their prototype. This Macintosh was chosen because it has the ability to present
information in multiple forms, including text, graphics, and sound. This capability
exists without any requirement for any special programs or modifications to its
internal components. HyperCard was chosen as the development environment for
the system. HyperCard's programming language, Hypertalk, uses objects,
techniques, and has many of the properties found in object-oriented languages such
as Lisp and SmallTalk. HyperCard developed with all users of the Macintosh in
mind, supports ease of development, modular programming and reusability. One
added benefit of HyperCard is that it is delivered with every Macintosh, so there is
no added cost for procurement.
Giannotti and Duffy divided their prototype into six different functional areas.
These included: maintenance, operations, medical, supply, and administration.
Their prototype consists of the development of only the maintenance area,
specifically the LM2500 gas turbine engine on a FFG-1 class ship. This opened up
many of the other areas for future research, development, and implementation.
1 Macintosh, HyperCard, and HyperTalk are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer.
The purpose of this thesis is to continue development on the Argos project. The
Planned Maintenance System (PMS) section of the maintenance module was the area
chosen for design and implementation .
PMS is the system developed by the navy to provide each ship, department,
and supervisor with the tools needed to plan, schedule, and control planned
maintenance. The system, as currently implemented, provides comprehensive
procedures for planned maintenance, scheduling and control of tasks, and
descriptions of the methods, materials, tools, and personnel needed for maintenance.
Although the Planned Maintenance System (PMS) now in use has been very
effective, it is believed that there is a better way of doing it. The system has
changed little from when it was first introduced into the fleet. Although computers
have become an everyday part of the navy, their involvement in the day to day
operation of the Planned Maintenance System is almost nonexistent. There is one
notable exception to this. The navy maintains an on-line database that is a repository
for the complete list of MLPs and associated MRCs for each of the class of ships in
commission. However, this database is not readily available to the average PMS
user and is difficult to work with. Additionally, the information presented here
consists only of the written sections of the cards with no provision for the
presentation of any graphics or pictures.
The Planned Maintenance System as it now stands is tedious, time consuming,
and man power intensive. The prototype system, "Argos", can be extended to
bring the Planned Maintenance System up to date. Using the Macintosh and
HyperCard, system can be designed and implemented that will brii^g relief from
such mundane tasks as PMS scheduling, record keeping, spot checks and
accomplishment tracking.
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a complete working PMS system,
usable on any ship in the fleet. Although this system will work for any ship, the
information contained in the database is relevant only to the FFG-7 class of ships.
This is due to the time and resource constraints placed on the development of this
system. All information in the database is up to date, as the information for the
cards was down-loaded directly from the navy's PMS database.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. Chapter II, the problem statement,
discusses the problems found in the PMS system as it currently implemented.
Chapter III is a brief discussion of HyperCard and its programming language
Hypertalk. Chapter IV discusses the approach taken in, and implementation details
of
,
the system as developed. Chapter V provides conclusions, other programming
environments looked at, and recommendations for follow-on work. The appendices
consists of a users manual (detailed description of system use), and Hypertalk
scripts for the various stacks of the system.
n. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this day and age, computers have become a indispensable part of everyday
life. They are found at almost every level of the Navy and are involved in just about
every facet of Navy life. They have become integral parts of radar systems, fire
control systems, and navigation systems. They are involved in payroll systems,
satellite communications, ship's propulsion systems, and aircraft flight control
systems. Personal computers, once a novelty item, can now be found in just about
every ship's office.
Computers have been used to relieve the drudgery of every day life. They
have been used to automate many of the mundane day to day tasks found
throughout a ship or office. Individuals that have had the opportunity to work with
computers have found out indispensable they are.
The Navy's goal for the future is to completely computerize every conceivable
operation there is today. In that endeavor, the Navy has or is spending vast sums of
money on research into computer systems and computer software.
Although the U. S. Navy is putting a great amount of effort and time into this
goal, many operations on board ship are still being done with little or no help from
computers. One such operation is the planning and scheduling of day to day
maintenance on equipment found on board ship as provided through the Planned
Maintenance System.
PMS is the system that was developed to provide each ship or department with
the necessary tools for ensuring the maintainability of systems and equipment found
on board ship. It is a system that has improved both the reliability and
maintainability of the equipment. It has lead to improved levels of training of
shipboard personnel because individuals get involved with the equipment on a daily
basis. Long term costs involved with the repair of equipment have also been
reduced due to the Planned Maintenance System. However, PMS is not without its
problems.
PMS management as it is now implemented is very manpower intensive.
Considerable amounts of paper work are generated and large amounts of time- are
spent on jobs which are routine and could be done on a computer. Other problems
of PMS include:
In daily operations, feed back information and record keeping can barely be
taken in account because of the volumes of the information that is generated.
An integrated view of the overall PMS system for a particular division is
difficult to picture.
History logs of individual equipments are usually unavailable.
Planning of PMS jobs is a difficult task because in order to make the best
utilization of available personnel one must take into account the ship's
obligations and other special scheduling requirements which may or may not
be available at the department or division level.
Comments and other information related to the PMS jobs should stay together
with the job in order to help as evaluate them and take actions to improve the
overall maintenance system.
Rescheduling of jobs, that were not completed on their assigned days, is also
ven,' difficult. Other maintenance jobs completely separate from PMS must
also be included in the rescheduling in order to avoid overloading of any one
particular work day.
Time is waisted each day preparing for the days work assignments. Automatic
generation of the daily work schedule for an entire quarter for each work center
would give us the ability to prepare early for the next days and start jobs right
away each morning without wasting time on preparation.
PMS cards can be easily lost or destroyed, especially in engineering
compartments. Interested individuals are discouraged or prevented from
taking cards and reading it at their own leisure. Instructions on the cards are
only presented with text and diagrams that barely help the individual.
The goal of this thesis is to provide a solution to the problems encountered by
maintenance personnel in the Navy. Through the use of computers, the overall
Planned Maintenance System will be easier to work with. Computers will allow
accessibility to all hands, which is going to lead to an improvement in both the
condition of the equipment and the level of training of the personnel on board ships.
The problems for which solutions will be provided for in the design and
implementation of the PMS module include the following.
Scheduling of the PMS jobs is a difficult task that up to now has been done
completely by hand. Taking in consideration the various ship's obligations and
activities with an equal weighing of every day's schedule is hard to do. Scheduling,
•as it is now done, involves little or no coordination between divisions and as a
consequent of this, the fact that jobs require coordination between work centers is
not taken into account. The individual preparing the schedule should have some
knowledge of the ship's schedule for the next quarter, something which is not
always available. The person assigning the repair maintenance jobs is usually not
able to take in account the actual work load of a particular day because he doesn't
have a cumulative man/hour visualization. The complete scheduUng process is time
consuming and ver>' tedious, requiring the filling out of long term, quarterly, weekly
and daily forms. The solution to this problem will encompass bypassing all this
work and producing directly the daily schedule for each work center.
Rescheduling of the PMS jobs, though a task that is ver}' important, is also very
cumbersome. Supervisor's usually end up by rescheduling jobs that are not very
important or leaving out jobs that should be rescheduled and completed as soon as
possible. Not all scheduled jobs can always be done, supervisor's can end up
completing jobs delayed only for a couple of days and leaving jobs delayed for
longer amounts of time to be rescheduled again. The solution to this problem will
encompass the automatic rescheduling of uncompleted jobs.
Classification of PMS jobs was not available up to now. Whether a job could
be done under way or at port or under other special conditions was left up to the
individual's common sense and knowledge. The possibility exists for supervisor's
to end up planning propeller removals during periods the ship is under way, or
major repair jobs on holidays during which the required personnel wouldn't be
available to complete them. Job classification should automatically be taken into
account during job scheduling.
Naval ships can only carry a limited amount of copies of the PMS cards.
During the performance of very long jobs, in hard to reach spaces, it is desired that
the individual who completes them to have a copy of the PMS card along with him
in order to perform it step by step with precision. Cards can be lost or destroyed
during use. The ship as a self contained operating unit should have the capability to
reproduce its own PMS cards. All the on-line PMS systems developed up to now
consist only of static text for reference purposes only. The solution to this problem
is to provide a system that contains the actual PMS cards. Instructions to the
personnel on completing a particular job should be given on an individual basis, and
although the PMS cards are very well written, the instructions are not always self
explanatory to inexperienced personnel. The solution is provide for cards that are in
a format that personnel are used to seeing. The cards will include diagrams, tables,
extensive search capabilities, pictures showing the hard to identify parts of
individual equipments, and instructive photographs of personnel doing the PMS
jobs.
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Historical status logs for equipments are something very hard to keep track of.
Important PMS jobs should stay together with other repair jobs in a 'history card'
for each piece of equipment, so that a record of equipment performance and required
maintenance can be used to prevent future failures.
Data on a particular piece of equipment is hard to find, because of the various
bulky volumes must be referred to in order to gather all the pertinent information.
Reports and other comparative feed back information are not easy to see in the
current formats.
All notes and comments about any one PMS job should stay together with that
job so that the supervisor can easily review them for evaluation purposes.
Repair parts needed for a PMS job should be easily accessible directly from the
job and cumulative catalogs for all the repair parts should be generated. This will
save both time and work, by having the repair parts ready and on the spot before
beginning working on a PMS job.
The previously mentioned problems are by no means the only ones, but they
represent the ones that are the most tedious and time consuming to do on a day to
day basis.
III. THE PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
A. BACKGROUND
HyperCard is a completely self contained environment for the development of
information software. It is a software construction set consisting of stacks, fields,
buttons, cards, images, and backgrounds that can be controlled, manipulated, and
programmed. It gives the user the ability to create information based software for
the Macintosh without extensive programming.
Up until now, the data base management system has been the cornerstone of
information management on computers. File management and relational database
management are but two of these.
File management is the simplest form of database software. It allows the
collection of related information into a simple file. Simple search capabilities exist,
but related information contained in separate files cannot be hnked together. In other
words, duplication of information is inherent in this system
Relational databases are the more sophisticated form of DBMS. The relational
system allows links to be developed between related information contained in
different files. The capabilities of sorting, searching, and retrieving of information
also exists, but information can simultaneously be retrieved from multiple files
where the desired information is related. Because of this, information is not
duplicated.
B. HYPERCARD
The background information on the DBMS was an important prerequisite to
talking about HyperCard because the two may appear to do the same kinds of things.
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HyperCard is much like the relational database management system in that it has the
capability to link related information contained in different stacks. HyperCard,
however, allows the delivering of information in terms that go beyond the methods
found in conventional databases. There are no constraints when searching for
information, because there is no predetermined path to follow to retrieve related facts
about a subject. Unlike a relational database which is only capable of retrieving
information, HyperCard allows the user to move between stacks as the information
needs require. It goes one step farther, instead of only retrieving the desired
information, HyperCard allows the user to view the full context of related
information,
HyperCard allows documents and pictures to be linked through buttons, fields,
and user defined commands to other documents and pictures. These links, enabled
by a mouse or other input device, allow the user to instantly branch to related facts
as information is needed and retrieve them .
HyperCard has three stages of user interface/interaction [Ref 2]. The first is the
browsing/typing level which restricts the users to finding and entering information in
existing applications. The second is the painting/authoring level which allows the
user to design and produce simple applications. At this level, the design tools are
available to the user to modify existing applications or create new ones. The final
level is the programming level. At this level, the user can modify the performance




Hypertalk is HyperCard's scripting (programming) language. Its roots can
be found in object oriented languages. However, it is set apart from other languages
in many ways.
Hypertalk's vocabulary is much like real English. Its syntax rules are
some of the most flexible found in any computer language. It is not only forgiving
of things like extra spaces but also anticipates multiple ways for expressing a
command. Its grammar, unlike other languages, requires no elaborate statements
but instead allows the user to write scripts that are easy to understand the first time
they are read. Scripts can be written to perform a variety of tasks, including
information look-up, any HyperCard menu command, running another application,
or retrieving information about conditions within the computer.
Hypertalk uses objects and many of the techniques like those found in
object-oriented programming. Object-oriented languages start with a core of objects
from which the programmer can create descendant objects. The new objects inherit
some or all of the properties of the ancestors but can add some of their own.
HyperTalk is also based on a set of objects consisting of buttons, fields, cards, and
backgrounds that are created in HyperCard, unlike the inheritance described above,
HyperCard's descendant objects are are already predefined from the HyperCard
object and can't be changed. Since objects are already defined, this allows for a
much simpler view of how the object-oriented system works.
Hypertalk is event driven. Events are caused by the keyboard, mouse or a
variety devices. Mouseup, mousedown, opencard, idle, and quit are just a few of
these events. Scripts within objects are designed to react to these events.
HyperCard is based on a hierarchy of objects. HyperCard has seven different levels,
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each of which corresponds to an object. When a event is received or a message
signalling the event is received from an object like a button, if the button contains a
script that will trap the event, then the script will be executed. If not then then the
event will passed up the hierarchy of objects until it reaches a level where it is
handled or is finally absorbed by the system.
HyperTalk allows a high degree modular programming because the
functionality of a stack is spread throughout the many objects that make up the stack.
Each object contains just a short script to produce the desired result when effected by
a user or system generated message. Modularity makes it easier to test each script
when designing the interaction between various objects and it ensures that features
can be added at a later time without having to rewrite or modify the entire program.
Hypertalk has many of the same features found in procedural languages
such as C/Pascal, including control structures, parameter passing functions, user-
defined subroutines, string manipulation commands, data structures, graphics,
sound commands and disk file routines.
HyperTalk, as it stands, provides a pretty complete vocabulary'. However,
when HyperCard was envisioned, it was decided that if needed, the vocabulary
could be extended. In other words, a programmer can extend the functionality of
HyperCard through the use of outside resources. This extendibility was provided by
allowing external resources in the form of external commands and functions to be
added to the system as the need arose. External commands are used to provide a
special purpose command or function that cannot be done with the current set of
HyperTalk commands. External commands are written in a language such as
Pascal, C, or assembler. The value of external commands is that they allow for
unlimited extendibility of HyperCard.
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C. SUMMARY
HyperCard is not meant to replace the traditional DBMS's but as a way of
enhancing the presentation of information. HyperCard can take a large database
consisting of lines of text and dress it up by creating a graphical interface with
controls to make accessing the information more intuitive and friendly.
Although HyperCard does have a few limitations such as having fixed size cards
(this limitation is being addressed in the next version of HyperCard), its value as a
programming environment can primarily be seen in that it offers an object-
environment unlike any other in existence.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PMS MODULE
A. BACKGROUND
In designing the PMS module, many decisions were made. The first was to
provide a system that would be fully usable at the completion of the project. The
second was to provide a user interface that matched as closely as possible that
designed by the original architects of the Argos system. The third was that the
module be usable in two different modes. The system should be usable as an
integral part of Argos, accessible with litde or knowledge to the user that the PMS
module is a separate module from the main Argos system. The system should also
be usable as a stand alone application. This decision was based on the judgement
that in the day to day use of the PMS module, a typical user in maintenance would
not need or actually have access to the full capabilities of the Argos system . The
fourth was that the system should be password protected at all levels. It was
decided that not all users of the system need have access to the full functionality of
the system. A user's level of access should be based on the requirements of their
position.
B. MODULE DESIGN
The design of the module is based on observations seen during research into the
current Planned Maintenance System. Our observations provided us with the
necessary information to define in the system the functions that we deemed are
necessary for a functionally operating system. First, we noted that one of the most
important aspects of the current system is the database of MIP/MRC cards. The
current system has a heavy reliance on the cards but does not provide an efficient
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way of accessing, updating, or replacing them. Our design provides the necessary
functionality to address these needs. Second, we observed that much of the work
currently present in the system is being duplicated from division to division. In
particularly, we observed that the process of job scheduling is done at the division
level when it should be done at the ship level. We felt that for scheduling to be
efficient , concurrent scheduling must take place between all divisions. Our design
provides the necessary functionality to address this need, ensuring that work is not
duplicated. Specifically, many of the functions currently done by multiple
individuals will now be taken care of by one individual, the ship's PMS coordinator.
Third, we noted that many of the methods involved in maintaining records on job
completion and equipment accountability need updating. Our design provides the
necessary' functionality to address these needs.
The PMS module was divided into two groups of stacks. Dividing the system
into individuals stacks ensured that as the system matured, greater functionality of
the system could be appended into the system without rewriting the entire module.
The decision was made to divide the stacks into two different categories. The
first are stacks that fit into the day to day operation of the system and as such
provide the major functions of the system. The second are stacks that are needed to
produce reports and generate new cards, but as such do not provide any other
functionality to the system
The operational group of stacks consists of the following. The PMS_driver, Da
stacks, PMS toolbox. Planning stack, PMS db. Movies db, Log db, Ship data db,
Password db, and General label storage. The auxiliary group of stacks consists of
the following. The Log_report, DA_report, MRC_print, Mip_printed,
Comp_report, Generic_fld_print, Spot checks, and Card templates.
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C. MODULE ACCESS
When the PMS module is used a part of the Argos system, two methods of
accessing the module is provided. The first method is used when the user is at an
upper level of the Argos system , still navigating through the ship, and has yet to
descend down to one of the machinery levels. This method takes the user directly
to the main driver of the module. Once at the driver level, the user has access to the
full capabilities of the system, based on their access level and is presented with a list
of options of which the system is capable of doing. The second method is used
when the user is down at one of the machinery levels in Argos. When the user is at
this level, selecting the PMS module will take the user directly to the respective
MRC card for the piece of equipment that the user is currently at. If more complete
access to this system is needed then the user must navigate up to one of the non-
machinery levels.
When used as a stand alone application, at start-up, the user is initially at the
driver level ( Figure 1) with access to the functions of the system.
D. THE PMS MODULE
The following is a general description of the PMS module as implemented. If a
more detailed description of use of the system is needed, refer to the PMS user's
manual in Appendix A.
1. PMSdriver
a. General description
The PMS driver (Figure 2) is the main entry point into the PMS
system. It is used to control and restrict access, depending on a user's access
level, to the various other stacks. The PMS_driver provides the complete list of
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functions available to a user. Included in this operations such as viewing PMS
cards, doing system spot checks and system scheduling.
Figure 1 PMS Title Card
One person per ship, the "SuperUser", has accessibility to the
complete set of functions of the PMS module. In general, this person will
normally be the PMS coordinator of the ship. The SuperUser has the responsibility
of setting up each individual's access to the PMS system. Typically, an entire ship's
crew should have access to the system, but access will vary according to their
responsibilities and job assignment. For example, an individual who belongs to the
EMOl work center should only have access to this work center. However, the
engineering officer should have access to all engineering work centers. He, in turn
would not have access to another division's work centers. Limiting an individual's











Figure 2 PMS Driver Card
Using the PMS menu, the user can perform the various functions of
the PMS system. The performance of functions at this level does not preclude
these same functions being available and used separately in the various other stacks.
For example, the print function for a MRC card is available both at the card level
and at the driver level. This dual functionality eliminates the process of searching
for individual cards and then printing it at the card level.
The division menus provide the user with access, if access is given,
to the current daily activity card for the work center selected. Throughout the
system, functions not available to the user appear dimmed and therefore cannot be
selected.
b. The PMS menu
The PMS menu is a two level menu system. A selection in level 1
provides additional choices that are relevant only to that particular selection.
The password choice (Figure 3) is used when setting up or changing
an individual's access to the PMS module. Upon selection of this choice, the user is
provided with additional selections to either add or remove a user from the system,
















Figure 3 Password Selection
The selection, Add a new member, is available only to the SuperUser
of the system. Upon selection, a new entry is automatically generated in the
password database. At this point the SuperUser is presented with access card for
the individual to be added to the system. The SuperUser uses this card to record
pertinent information on the individual and then to set access to the various functions
of the system. The generic password "me" is automatically given to the individual
for their initial will remain so until changed by the user.
The selection, remove a member, is also only available to the
SuperUser. It is used to remove a person from the system.
The selection, change member's access, is also available only to the
SuperUser. It is used to change a user's access to the various functions of the
system. This would be typically used in cases where there is a change in a user's
responsibilities or assignment on board ship. Changing a person's access is done
through the same procedure that is used for the add a member selection. After the
name of the individual is entered into the system, their personal access card is
shown on the screen, whereby the SuperUser can then make the necessary changes.
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The selection, change my password, is available to every user that
already has access to the PMS module. The user can select this choice at any time
to change their password.
The selection, schedule (Figure 4), is used in the scheduling of the







Figure 4 Schedule Selection
The selection, next quarter, is available only to the SuperUser of the
system. It is used to initiate the automatic scheduling of PMS jobs for the entire
ship. When selected, a set of calendar for the next quarter is generated and is then
shown, one by one, on the screen to the SuperUser. Using this calendar, the
SuperUser can set up the ship's schedule for the quarter. The system takes into
account the ship's status for each day of the quarter, when the scheduling is started.
It uses this information when deciding whether a particular day is suitable for the
assigning of PMS jobs .
The selection, reports and messages (Figure 5), is used to print
reports and/or other computer generated forms. Only the most basic of forms is
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Figure 5 Reports and Messages
The percent done diagram selection is used to print out a report
showing the percentage of PMS jobs that were completed for either one or all work
centers on a particular day.
The selection, bar coded label, is used to produce a bar coded label to
place on a piece of equipment that has to be removed from the ship for some reason.
Specifically, if a piece of equipment has to go out for repair, be returned as
destroyed, or is loaned to another ship, an accompanying label (Figure 6) is
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Figure 6 Bar Coded Label *"
The selection, spot check (Figure 7), allows the system to select, at
random, PMS jobs that have been completed from the quarters' daily activities
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cards. A spot check sheet is generated automatically for a selected work center if
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Figure 7 Spot Checks Selection
The selection, go (Figure 8), allows a user to directly look at either a
MIP, MRC or Log card in the PMS system. This selection can be used provided the
number of the MIP/MRC or the name of the piece of equipment is known. This













Figure 8 Go Selection
The selection, print (Figure 9), provides the user with a way of
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Figure 9 Print Selection
The selections, today's DA cards-all/wc, prints out a copy of the
Daily Activity cards for either one or all the work centers for the current day. This
function is used at the beginning of each day, so that the division officers can pass
them out to their work center supervisors . Each includes a description of the jobs
that the work center has to complete that day. Prior to this function being used,
automatic rescheduling of uncompleted jobs takes place. This allows the system to
move forward all jobs that were not completed the previous day. This function is
available only to the SuperUser.
When either "MIP card", "MRC card", or "LOG card" is selected for
printing, the system follows the same procedure followed for the "Go" menu item
described above.
The selection. Toolbox (Figure 10), is provided only to the SuperUser
of the system. It is used to perform global operations on the PMS database. These
operations consist of adding new MIP cards to the database, converting MIP/MRC
text files to MIP/MRC stacks, empt>'ing the databases, making a list of all MIP/MRC
cards in the database, deleting a MIP and its corresponding MRCs from the










Rdd more HIP cards
Conuert MIP-MRC file to stack
Empty PMS database
MIP-MRC cards in PMS database
Delete a MIP set
UJC responsibility
Figure 10 Tool Box Selection
The selection, equipment log (Figure 11), is available to all division
officers. It provides the capability to add a new entry to the log database or remove








Equipment log Rdd entry
Del entry
Figure 11 Equipment Log Selection
c. The division menus
There are four division menus. Each is divided into submenus for the
various work centers. From these menus, the current daily activity card for their
work center is shown. According to the access a user has, only the appropriate
menus are activated. Samples (Figure 12) of the menus are shown below.
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Engineenng Engineenng
aMlJ EM01 SHn EM01
E-2 ' > EM06 i;-?. ^T (;n(I(>
E-3 M f.-5 1
Engineering officer's menu EM01 personell menu
Figure 12 Division Menus
As shown in the diagram above, the Engineering officer has access to
all engineering work centers. On the other hand, a member of one work center has
access only to that work center. Menu items that appear dim cannot be selected.
2. The PMS Toolbox
a. General description
The PMS Toolbox is a collection of utilities that allows the SuperUser
to perform global manipulation of the PMS stack. Each card of this stack performs
a single function. Instructions for using each function are provided on each card as
help to the user.
The "Toolbox" stack presently consists of six tools. The set of tools
is not static, but are the ones we thought most useful in the development of the PMS
module. As the need arises, new tools can be added to the system.
b. The PMS Toolbox Tools
The "Add a MIP. . . " card (Figure 13), this function provides the
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Figure 13 Add a MIP Card
The "Convert MIP-MRC file to stack" card (Figure 14), this function
provides the capability of converting PMS text files, consisting of MIPs and MRCs
down loaded from the PMS database, into MIP and MRC cards.
File To Stock
Instructions • This function lakes « text file end converts it to e stack
1 (kll files to be converted must be In the seme folder
2 Press button ")et text files" to select the flies to be converted
J Press the button et the left.
Argos2 working (ties |
get tewt filet Clear teHt files
ffaO07jn»44O3/OOI-.8.ll
f<gO07 Jti»44 1 9 /O0 1 -97«n
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Figure 14 File to Stack Card
The "Empty PMS database" card (Figure 15), this function provides
the SuperUser with the capability to empty the entire PMS database including all
MIP and MRC cards. Six empty cards, that form the templates for the addition of
new cards
,
are the only cards left in the database. Since this function is extremely
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destructive, additional check points are provided to ensure that the person requesting
the execution of this function is the SuperUser.
Empty PMS db
Iftstructions • This function empties the PMS detibese Onlg the (uper laer
of thesvelern heseccasetott
I Press the button
m
E
<3 I mondng!!! I 1
Figure 15 Empty Pms Db Card
The "Delete a MIP set" card (Figure 16), this function provides the
SuperUser with the tools to remove a MIP card along with its corresponding MRC
cards. In case a MIP card is to be replaced by a newer version, this function is used
to delete it. This function is set up so that even if a new version of the card is
added to the system before the deletion of the old one, only the old one is deleted.
Delete old MIP/MRC set
Irtstructiori: • This function tskes t list of MIP csras end (Jeietes thfm from
the PMSdetsbeseelornj vltri ell their corespontfinQ MRCs
1. Tgpe into the left ^eld ell the MIP », i^u vent to delete
2 If theij ere found end deleted \t>t\) ere going to be reported in















Figure 16 Delete a MIP/MRC Card
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The "MIP-MRC cards in PMS database" card (Figure 17), this
function provides the user with the tool too produce a list of all the MIP and MRC
numbers in the PMS database. The time of execution of this operation varies
according to the size of the PMS database. To produce a printed copy of the
results, the "Print Report" command of HyperCard should be used.
MlP/MRCUsl
• This function rrokest list of «11 the MIP and MRC cards In the ^
PMSdattbese
1 Press ttK button
2 Use Hgperc»rOs "PRINT REPORT " function to 9«ner«1«« k
harHcocKj ry
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Figure 17 MIP/MRC List Card
The "WC responsibility" card (Figure 18), this function is used in
the event a new set of MIP have been inserted into the PMS database. It assigns to
the work centers, responsibility for the MRC cards. This information is taken into
account during the automatic scheduling process. For example, if a MRC job
requires two engineers and one electrician to perform it, the system schedules both
the corresponding engineering work center and the electrical work center.
All MIP cards of a ship must be inserted into the "M1P,WC,
responsibility" field. The format used is <MIP #,WC1,WC2,WC3 >. If
responsibility for a MIP card is modified, the SuperUser deletes the "*" from the
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beginning of the line the MIP is on and all the MRCs for this MIP are reprocessed.
When a MIP is processed successfully, an asterisk is appended at its beginning.
This controls which MIPs are going to be processed. This allows for much faster
execution
,
because only the required or previously processed MIP cards are
examined and updated. In case a MIP is not in the system, it is reported in the "Not
found MIP" field . After the assignment of jobs is done, the system searches
through the entire PMS database, and retrieves the MIP cards for which no work
center is assigned responsibility. This provides a way of showing to the SuperUser
duplicated MIPs in the PMS database.
MIP, VC responslbillly
Instructions • This function takes a list of Ml P c*r(t3 and the corespottdi ng Wt
theg are eslgned to and tssignes them to the hlRC carte
1 Type tntothelart fialdall th« MlPandcorespondtng WC tn tte
fallos-ingformet <MIP,WCI,WC,WC 1>

























Figure 18 MIP, WC Responsibility Card
3. The "Planning" stack
a. General description
The "Planning" stack is available only to the SuperUser. This stack
is used to generate and store calendars for scheduling purposes. When the
SuperUser asks the system to schedule the next quarter, the system generates the
calendars for the quarter. The SuperUser is then presented with the calendars to
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set the "ship's status" for each day of the quarter. A typical card (Figure 19) for a
month is shown below.
I:«wn-
Ship's Activities ^u«rt«r -Bf^r o*Wfe|
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Figure 19 Ship's Activities Card
b. Scheduling Process
The actual scheduling process is initiated from this card. Once the
ship's schedule has been set into the calendars for the quarter, the scheduling
process can start.
Upon initiation, the system will generate a job status card for each
division and a complete set of daily activities cards for the entire quarter for each
division.
. The job status card contains a list, numbered one to the number of
MRC's, of all the MRC's that a division has responsibility for. Included in this
information is the periodicity of the MRC, the total man hours involved to
accomplish the MRC, any related maintenance, and the other work centers that are
involved in accomphshing the completion of the job.
The periodicity of each MRC is transformed into a single letter value.
The values range from "A" for a job with a periodicity of daily to a "R" if the job
requires a special situation for completion. This conversion is required so that the
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periodicity can be used to sort the list of MRCs in descending order from R down to
A. This sort order is used so that scheduling can be done on situation jobs first,
with daily jobs being scheduled last.
Starting with work center EMOl, the jobs are then checked one at a
time for the other work center involved in completing the jobs. The jobs are then
removed from these work centers so that scheduling is not duplicated. As the job is
scheduled for EMOl, it is simultaneously scheduled for the other cognizant work
centers.
Once this is done an array consisting of the number of days of the
quarter is set up. Each element of the array is contains the number of the element,
the day of the week, the ship activity for that day of the week, and 0. for the initial
number of man hours for the day. So as to avoid scheduling major jobs on either
Saturday or Sunday, each of these days is given an arbitrary man hours value of
1000. These days will still be scheduled for minor jobs, but not the major jobs.
Once this is complete, scheduling commences with the first work center, which in
this case is EMOl.
The mod function plays an important role in scheduling jobs
periodicity of greater than six months. As each job with a periodicity of greater than
six months is schedule, it is assigned a value with a range of from two for semi
annually to 20 for every five years. Then the number of the cumulative quarter is
modded by this value to obtain a result. This result is checked against a set value
contained in each MRC card(value indicates which quarter to schedule a job). If the
two match then the job is scheduled during the current quarter. If no match, then the
job wiU automatically be scheduled during a future quarter. At this point if the job is
to be scheduled, then the array is sorted in decreasing according to the number of
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man hours assigned. Once sorted, then a day is picked randomly from the days
which have a man-hour value of 0. 0. The ship's activity scheduled for that day is
then checked to ensure that the day qualifies for assigning this particular job. If it
does, then the job is scheduled for this day in all the cognizant work centers. If not,
then another day is picked randomly and the process start all over until either the job
is scheduled or ten day have been picked at random and all have failed. If the job is
unscheduled at this point, then the program starts at the first element of the array and
searches down until a day is found where the job can be scheduled.
Jobs with a periodicity of less than six months are handled in the
following manners. Quarterly jobs are handled using the same random selection
process as described above. The only difference is that since quarterly jobs are
always done each quarter, they are not put through the same quarter selection
process as described above. For two week, and less periodicity jobs, the array is
resorted back so that the days of the quarter are back in correct order.
For two week jobs, the array is divided by 14 to produce the number
of two week periods during the quarter. Then the individual two week periods,
taken one at a time, are sorted in a separate variable according to the total man hours
each day has. The selection process then starts with the day with the fewest number
of man hours looking for a day on which the job can be scheduled. If no day is
appropriate then the job is reported as being unscheduled during this two week
period. The same process is taken for weekly jobs except the periods are only seven
days long. Jobs with three day, two day, and daily periodicities are scheduled
accordingly. *>
One final word on the scheduling process. As jobs are scheduled, the
system attempts to maintain an even distribution of total man hours through out the
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quarter. To do this, the system attempts to schedule jobs on days that have the
fewest total man hours.
4. The "Movies" stack
a. General description
The "Movies" stack is a collection of still pictures taken with an
ordinary camera and scanned into the system. It is used for demonstration purposes
to give the user a better feel of the maintenance to be completed, and to point out
intricate parts of an actual PMS job. Still pictures can be used to show equipment
parts that are either difficult to describe and/or jobs that are difficult to complete
without on the spot supervision. The role this function will play is in the training
of the personnel. The ability to see a job before it is to be actually performed should
help individuals in performing the maintenance jobs, unattended. Additionally,
pictures will allow an individual to review a particular job at their own pace and
give an instructor the tools to better explain a job before it is performed. A sample
picture for a fictious MRC card (Figure 20) is shown below.
Figure 20 Movie Card
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5. The "Password" stack
a. General description
The "Password" stack is the heart of the safeguard system for PMS
module. The stack contains one card (Figure 21) for each person, with access to
the system, and contains the information on what they have access to. This is how
the system restricts users from accessing functions they are not authorized to use.
If an unauthorized user tries to open this stack and review or change its contents, the
program automatically forces them out the PMS system. The password system's
card is divided into five individual sections. Selecting one of the five stack buttons
at the top, provides access to the various sections of the password system. The
SuperUser selects the items that the person whose card he is working on is to have
access to. Each box corresponds to an item in the various menus of the PMS
system. After the desired items have been set, the SuperUser can store, print or
delete the current card by pressing one of the respective buttons at the top of the
card. The very first time the PMS system is used, a card, named "installer", is
provided to allow full access to the system by the person who is installing the
system . This password should be changed immediately by the SuperUser .
Personal Access Information ^ & 9
Pank / Name -LI.P _Er!fli.iiMr_ Position EfiQin Wictr
SET ACCESS
TO
General Ci#n*r4l VC Acc*s$ Equip L09 DAC*rd*
B ''•"^^'li E Spot Checks
AOC n«v membtr For entire jhip
Remove « member ^ForoneWC
C he nge member's Kx«M (3 Go
^ Chenge mg password
3 Reports & messages
El * i<"* diegrem - 1 WC
* done diogrem - ell WC
K| Ber ccKledlePel
E Pnnt
D TtKHv'' M »rds - III
Efodsijs DA card - 1 WC
B MRCcard B MlPcerd
MRCcerd H MIPc"" B Log card
^ \_\ Schedule
n Nejft quarter
Navg message ^ Equipment log
Extrepreq H Mdentrg ^ Del entry
Figure 21 Personal Access Info Card, General
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The WC access button presents to the SuperUser, the work center
menus (Figure 22). It is used to control access to the DA cards for the various
work centers.
Personal Access Information <&&-9
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Figure 22 Personal Access Info Card, WC
The equipment log button presents to the SuperUser the options
(Figure 23) available in the Equipment log stack. In general, access to these
functions is given only to division officers and higher.
; Personal Access Information <a.S^'
Rank / Name Lt D Eriainwr
.
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E Enter todag's date
H Remove date









Figure 23 Personal Access Info Card, Equip
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The DA cards button presents to the SuperUser the options (Figure
24) for the Daily Activity cards. It is used to control access to the daily activities
cards. Generally, everyone on board ship is given access to these cards. According
to the different options selected, different menus will be available to them.
Personal Access Information Gb ^«:
Ronk / Name Lt R. EwnnetnrwOffictr .Position Enm n. Officer
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DA Cards 0*n*r«l WC s Equip I^g DA Csrdi Toolbox
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E Check Job H Notes
E]C>one ^Fill
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Figure 24 Personal Access Info Card, Da
The toolbox button presents to the SuperUser, the Toolbox access
menu (Figure 25). It is used to control access to the Toolbox menu of the driver.
In general , only the SuperUser has access to these functions.
Personal Access Information <a.S»'S
Renk / Nome : Lt D Ernrneer .Position Enoifi Officer
SET ACCESS
TO
Toolbox 0*n*r*} VC Acc«fs Equt( Log DA Cvds
Toolbox Acce;;
B Toolbox
K A«0 more MlPcar*
E Convert rilP-MRC file to stack
K Emptij PMS detebwe
E MIP-MPC ceroj in PMS detebese
B Delete e MlPset
^ WC responsibility
Figure 25 Personal Access Info Card, Toolbox
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6. The "Daily Activity" stack
If the PMS driver stack can be compared to the bridge of a ship, the Daily
activity stack is the engineering control room. This stack contains cards that are
used in the day to day operation of the PMS module as jobs are scheduled and then
assigned for completion.
A daily activity stack is automatically generated every time a new quarter is
scheduled. The stack consists of two types of cards. The first ,the "Automatic job
Scheduling Status Card", contains information about the job scheduling done for
this quarter. The second, the actual Daily activity cards, stores information about the
jobs that are scheduled on each day of a quarter. In depth description of each of
these cards is given below.
a. The "Automatic Job Scheduling Status Card"
For every work center, one card ( Figure 26 ) of this type is generated
and set at the beginning of each quarter. This card exists to help the division officer
evaluate the system, showing information that can be used if corrective action needs
be taken to improve the overall performance of the PMS system. A graph provides
a visual representation showing the distribution of the jobs throughout the quarter.
Jobs that were not scheduled are also reported, along with the reason that automatic
scheduling has failed on these jobs.
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& Automatic Job ScheduUng Status Card
Quarter: Oct-Dec 1989 ]
Work Canter: En03
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Figure 26 Scheduling Status Card
Most of the fields of the scheduling status card are self explanatory but
a few need explaining.
The cumulative quarter is a number that shows the number of quarters
since the PMS module was installed. The purpose of this number is for scheduling
jobs that do not belong in any particular quarter, such as six-month and annual
jobs. Using the mod function, the system decides which jobs, with a periodicity
greater than "quarterly", will be scheduled during a quarter and which will be
skipped. This way the system totally eliminates the need of "long term" scheduling
because jobs with a periodicity greater than quarterly will automatically scheduled
during the desired quarter.
The unscheduled field is one of the most important for the whole
system, because it provides feedback information to both the PMS coordinator and
the division officer. It shows which jobs were automatically scheduled along with
the reason the system failed to do so. Some jobs, like "situation requj^rement" jobs,
cannot be scheduled automatically and the division officer will have to schedule them
manually. In this field, MIP and MRC cards not in the PMS database are reported
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so that the PMS coordinator can add them. The system also reports jobs, with a
periodicity longer than "quarterly", if the desired quarter to be scheduled is not set.
This is set in the "data" field of the MRC cards.
The "MRC#, Periodicity, m/h, statu s,related maintenance,WC
involved" field. After searching the PMS database to detemiine whether or not a
MRC cards exists,the system places, into this field, infomiation relevant to each
MRC card to be schedule. The system then deletes this job from the other work
centers involved, so that the same job is scheduled on the same day for all the work
centers. After setting this field for all work centers, the system then takes the
MRC jobs, one by one, and starts the scheduling process.
The "Day/mh distribution chart" field. The infomiation in this field
is shown in two fonnats . The first is the list view, where the user is presented
with a digital readout of the man/hours scheduled. An example of this view
( Figure 27 ) is shown below.
Day/mh destribution chart i-lik
Sun, Oct 1, 1989 0.7 K>
Mon, Oct 2, 1989 1.6
Tue, Oct 3, 1989 2.2 vrr
Wed, Oct 4, 1989 1.4
Thu, Oct 5, 1989 1.4
Fri, Oct 6, 1989 4.3
Sat, Oct 7, 1989 0.6 o
Figure 27 DAY/MH Distribution Field, List View
The second format is the graph view. The user is provided with an
analog readout presenting an immediate view of whether or not the scheduling has
been done efficiently. The smoother the curve, the smaller the peaks
(the difference between minimum and maximum in the m/h scale ), the more
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efficiently the scheduling has been done. The graphic form (Figure 28) is shown
below.
Day/mh destribution chart liLl-E
Figure 28 DAY/MH Distribution Field, Graph View
7. The "Daily Activities Card"
The "Daily Activity" cards are located after the "Automatic Job Scheduling
Status" cards in the Daily Activity stack. One card is generated for each day of the
quarter for each work center. This card has two purposes. The first as an
assignment sheet for each work center, where the jobs, both for preventive and
repair, are found. The second as a database for future reference and report
generation.
The user can view directly the DA card of today from the work center
menus of the PMS driver. The first time the card is opened each day, automatic
rescheduling of uncompleted jobs from the previous day takes place. In a typical
day, the person responsible for assigning the PMS jobs, assigns individuals to
them using the "Personnel" function that is described below. The division officer
and the head of the work center, using the PMS man/hours for the day as a
reference, can assign repair maintenance jobs to be done for the particular day. In
case they feel that a job can wait until the next day, they can leave the job unassigned
and the job will automatically be transferred to the next day.
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The card (Figure 29) is divided to two sections. The top section is for
recording Preventive maintenance and the bottom section is for recording repair
maintenance.
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Figure 29 Daily Activities Card
8. The "Ship Data" stack
The ship data stack consists of three types of cards, the ships data card
(Figure 30), the mip responsibility table (Figure 31), and the personnel/work center
(Figure 32) cards. The ships data card contains such information as whether or not
the ship is in active status, the number of quarters after its last overhaul, and the
number of quarters since the PMS module was installed on board ship. The mip
responsibility table contains a card for each work center. On it is list of the MIPs
that the work center is responsible for. The personnel/work center contains a card
for each work center with a list of the individuals that are assigned to that work
center. Information contained in these cards is used in the automatic scheduling
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Figure 30 Ship's Data Card
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Figure 32 Personnel Work Center Card
9. The "Log " stack
The log stack consists of machinery history cards (Figure 33), one for
each piece of equipment carried on board ship, used in tracking maintenance. Each
card contains the complete maintenance history of the equipment, a complete Ust of
technical manual numbers for reference use, a list of applicable drawing numbers,
and data on the manufacturer if outside help is required.
Machinery History Card
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Figure 33 Machinery History Card
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10. The "PMS" stack
The PMS stack consists of the entire database of MIPs (Figure 34) and the
associated MRCs (Figure 35) for an entire ship.
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Figure 34 MIP Card
The original architects of Argos concentrated their efforts on the FFG-7
class of ships in designing their prototype. The decision was made to continue their
effort by implementing the PMS stack so that it would be relevant to that class of
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Figure 35 MRC Card
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Using the Navy's on database, individual PMS stacks can be prepared for
each class of ship in service. Having been down-loaded directly from the Navy's
own PMS database, the information contained in the PMS stack is as up to date as
possible.
Every attempt was made to make accessing the PMS stack as user friendly
as possible. Therefore, the PMS stack can be accessed sequentially or randomly
depending on the needs of the user. Random access is is provided through the built
in search function located on each card and by directly selecting an individual MRC
number on each of the MLP cards.
E. SUMMARY
Although the PMS module as implemented is fully functional and ready to use,
it is not all inclusive. Tthe modularity of the PMS and ARGOS modules allows
functions to be added and deleted as necessary. The PMS module demonstrates the
power and capabilities of ARGOS and as more and more users interact with the
module new methods and options will be discovered and implemented.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of Argos is to enhance personnel productivity through an
emphasis on human engineering, reducing paperwork, increasing accessibility of
systems, and expanding the use of decision systems. With this in mind, our goal
for this thesis was to attempt to construct a computerized system that would meet
the present and future needs of the Navy in the area of planned maintenance. We
wanted to provide a completely self contained system capable of performing all the
required tasks that are found in the current system, but do it in a way that would
make the system run more smoothly and efficiently.
When we started the design process, we were not completely sure that all of the
tasks were possible to perform using a computer. Specifically, we were apprehen-
sive about whether or not an automatic scheduling system could in fact be imple-
mented. In our initial attempts at implementing the process we were unsuccessful in
the scheduling of of jobs with a periodicity of greater than quarterly. However
through many different attempts, we finally came up with a unique solution, which
we detailed in chapter four of this thesis.
We were also unsure as how to develop our database of MIP and MRC cards.
In our experience we found that the on-line data that we had to work with, which
was in a standard format, at times would deviate from the standard format. The
possible deviations produced a lot of inconsistencies in the data that we had to work
with and caused us problems in our attempts to use this data for conversion to the
format we wished to use for our implementation. We were able to develop a scheme
that takes these inconsistencies into account. The process as developed ensures that
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using the on-line database, we will have a system that will allow for easy addition of
information to the database and which will be in a consistent format.
Graphics are a large part of the information for our database, however we were
unable to fully complete the conversion of all graphics from hard copy format to our
format. Complete conversion of all required graphics, done easily through the use
of a Macintosh compatible scanner, will be left for future implementation.
Testing of our Implementation has been conducted in the laboratory with very
successful results. However we believe that our module must be fully tested under
live test conditions and circumstances by the people for which it was intended before
final judgement can be made.
To make the PMS module use%l in its intended format, we believe that the
system should be set up on a local area network with remote access terminals dis-
tributed throughout the ship.
We believe we were successful in our goal of designing such a system and that
the modules we implemented are the first real improvement in the system as it is
now implemented . We were not only able to duplicate all the required tasks but to
increase the efficiency and performance of each of these tasks.
Through HyperCard, we were able to design a system that should show a
reduction in the paperwork load. We believe that if the PMS module is used in the
fleet, it would offer considerable benefits and savings to the Navy.
The Maintenance area of ARGOS has many areas that still need to be analyzed
and designed. Continuing research on the project would be most advantageous for
the Navy.
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Some topics for further research are listed below:
Develop the PMS module using the object oriented programming language on
the NeXT ™ computer.
Develop the PMS module on a Macintosh system, such as SuperCard"™, that
would allow for both expanded size windows and multiple screens.
Implement the complete set of graphics for the PMS cards as well as for the
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Installation of the system
Hardware Requirements
To use the PMS module of Argos you need the following:
• A Macintosh computer with at least 1 MB ( preferably 2 MB) of memory.
• One double-sided (800K) drive.
• A hard disk drive with 30 MB or more free space.
• "Stuffit 1.5.1", a public domain utility to be used during the installation
process.
• HyperCard version 1.2.1 or later.
• The original Argos module, if you want the link to equipment capability to be
available.
Installing the PMS module
• Turn on your Macintosh.
• Create a new folder and name it "PMSJnstall".





• Insert one by one the rest of the disks ("PMS.sit.seg1"..."PMS.sit.seg10") and
copy the single file that they contain into the same folder ("PMSJnstall").
• When this process is over, double click on the icon of "Stuffit" in order to
start the application.
• Select the item <Join...> from the <Other> menu.
i File Edit Report W
SegmenTTT









• After all the segments have been joined, quit the "Stuffit" application. An icon
with the name "PMS.sit" will be stored in the "PMSJnstall" folder. Delete ail
the segment files named "PMS.sit.seg1 "..."PMS.sit.segl 0", in order to conserve
space on the hard disk drive.
• Restart the "Stuffit" program, and select <Open Archive. ..> from the file menu.
Edit Report Other Options
eu) flrchiue... SIN
A dialog box will appear. Double click on the file "PMS.sit".
The screen shown below, will appear. Select the file PMS: and click "Extract"
^( File Edit Report Other Options
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nps-cs : 1007K. free
On the next dialog select "Save" or press return. If a password is requested,
type in "NPS".
After this operation is completed, quit the "Stuffit" program, and return to the
finder.
Delete the "Stuffit" program.
Now inside the folder named "PMSJnstall", there will be another folder
named "PMS". If Argos is already in the system, move all the files of this
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folder into the Argos folder, and delete the empty folders, "PMS" and
"PMSJnstall". If the PMS module is not going to be run through Argos and is
going to be used as a stand alone application, remove the "PMS" folder from the
"PMSJnstall" folder and delete the "PMSJnstall" folder.
Substitute the "Home" stack of the system with the "Home" stack provided in
this folder. If you do not want to substitute the systems "Home" stack, use a
resource editor, such as "RESEDIT", to move all the resources of the "Home"
stack provided with the PMS module, to the system's "Home" stack. Sefthe
user level at the "Home " stack to "scripting".
After all of the above steps have been followed, the person installing the
system should open the PMS_driver stack, enter the password "me" and when
he is prompted for a last name, he should type in the word "installer". Then he





The PMS driver, is the entry point into the PMS system. It controls and restricts
access to the various modules depending on the user's clearance. It could be compared to
the bridge of the ship where command originate from.
One person per ship, called the "SuperUser" has access to every function of the PMS
system. In general this person should be the same as the PMS coordinator of each ship.
The SuperUser has the responsibility of setting up access for each individual who
requests to use the PMS system. In a typical ship, every single person who belongs to
the ship's crew must have access to the system, but with different access according to
his position. For example, a person who belongs to the EM01 work center, should have
access only to this work center. However, the engineering officer should have access to
all engineering work centers. He would not, however, have access to the ship's control
work centers.
Logging in the PMS system







Every person logging into the PMS system for the first time, assuming he has been
entered in the system by the SuperUser, is assigned the generic password "me". Upon
entry of the password , "me", the system will prompt the person for their last name
and the new password they want to use. This way we exclude everybody, including the
SuperUser, from knowing another person's password and entering the system with that
password. After this, every time they access the PMS system, they will be prompted to
enter their new password. The system will set up the options available to them on the
various menus of the system, and exclude them from everything else. The screens for
logging into the system for the first time are shown below.




If "me" was entered as the password, the user is prompted for their last name and
the new password.






After the system sets up the new password, it again prompts the user for their
password, allowing them to enter the system normally.
If a person is not logging in for the first time, and have already set up a password
for themselves, the above procedure is bypassed and after the password is entered, the
driver's menu screen is automatically shown . At this point, they have access to the










In the PMS menu, the user can directly perform the functions of the PMS system.
Many of these functions are also available other parts of the program, where they apply
directly. For example, the print function of an MRC card is available both at the card
level, and from the driver. This eliminates the need to go to the card in order to print
it.
Under the division menus, the user can bring up today's daily activity card for the
work center they have selected, provided of course they have access to it.
In all the menus throughout the system, functions unavailable to the user appear
dimmed and cannot be selected.
The menus
The PMS menus
The PMS menu is a two level menu system. A selection in level 1 gives us additional
choices relevant to that particular selection.
The "Password" choice: When this item is selected, we have four sub-items to
choose from.
pns 1













• Add new member: This item is available only to the SuperUser of the system.
When selected, a new entry is generated in the password database. An empty card is be
presented to the SuperUser, in order to allow him to fill in the required information for
the new user. The generic password "me" will automatically be inserted for this
person and will remain until they change it. For more information on the use of the
password stack, see the appropriate section of this manual.
• Remove a member: This item is also only available to the SuperUser, It is used
to remove a person from the system. A sorted list of all the users in the database is
presented to the SuperUser so that he can select the user for removal from the system.
Click on desired person
E3-Enq»>«r2,(EM02)
E5-R Enqin«.r1,(EM01)
Lt Ex. Eximple, CEngirwfing off )
Lt R Oief«igir»w, (ai»f Enqin«*r) ri
LT. D. Arlonopwjiof , (SUPER USER) NT
LT. H.V TURNER, (SUPER USER)
<>
=5S=:XS4j^_^»r2_^ m
The SuperUser clicks on the name of the person he wants to remove, and the system
asks to verify his choice.
RemoLie:Lt R. Chiefengineer
Ok ^t Cancel
If the SuperUser decides to proceed, the person is removed from the database, and
his card is deleted from the system. If he changes his mind or has selected the wrong
person, he can cancel this instruction by selecting the appropriate box.
• Change member's access: Item available only to the SuperUser. It is used to
change a members access to the various parts of the system. This would be used in cases
where a user changes positions on board the ship or he is assigned to a different
division. The selection, by which person's access is changed, is done through the same
procedure that is used for the Remove a member selection. After a person is chosen.
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their personal card is brought to the screen, allowing the SuperUser to make the
necessary changes.
Change my password: This option is available to ever user with access to the PMS
database. It can be selected at any time, allowing the user to change their password.
After selecting this option, the user is prompted for their password. This allows the
system to verify that the person issuing the request Is the same as the one who is
entered in the system. If this check succeeds, the user is prompted by the following
dialog box, to enter their new password twice.




If the two passwords match, the password is changed and the user is requested to
reenter the system with his new password.












• Next quarter: This item is available only to the SuperUser of the system. It is
provided to allow the SuperUser to start the automatic scheduling of PMS jobs for the
entire ship. When selected, a calendar for the next quarter is generated and presented
to the SuperUser. Using this calendar, the SuperUser can set up the ship's schedule for
the quarter. This is a vital function of the system. When the scheduling is started, the
system takes in account the ship's status for every day of the quarter. It uses this
information to make the best possible judgement for deciding whether a particular day
is suitable for the planning of PMS jobs . The calendars are stored in the "Planning"
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stack and details about its use are presented in the the appropriate section of this
manual. Once the calendars have been generated, the user must instruct the system to
begin the scheduling process.
The "Reports & messages" choice: Under this menu choice the user can print
feed back material on the PMS system, or other computer generated forms. In this
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• %done diagram - 1 WC: This item is available to all the users involved in the
supervision of the PMS system. At any time, a user can request the system to print a
graph, either on screen or to the printer showing the percentage of PMS jobs completed
per day , for a work center, provided that he has access to this work center. When
selected the system presents him a dialog and requests the name of the work center to
produce a report for. The name can be entered either in upper or lower case.




When the name of the work center has been entered, the system checks if such a
work center exists and whether the user that requested the report, has access to it. If
the checks succeed, the user is prompted to enter a month in the desired quarter, given
as a default, the current month.
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Month in desired quarter (mm/yyyy)..
After the month has been filled in or the default was selected, the systenn does a
check to find out whether this quarter is in the system, and if it is requests from the
user to specify the output device. If the M has been selected, the operation is canceled.
If the user selects the screen to be the output device, he is transferred to the stack
'that the report resides when completed, and he has the option to manually print one or
all the cards individually. If the printer is selected, the output is redirected to the
printer, and the user never leaves the PMS driver's card. After the operation is
completed a tune is played, in order to get the user's attention if he was doing something
else at that time. More information on the usage of this card is found at the
corresponding section of this manual.
• %done diagram - all WC: This item is available to the SuperUser only. It
produces exactly the same diagrams as described above but for all work centers . This
function is available to supervisors only. It works exactly as the one described above,
but produces a report for all available work centers.
• Bar coded label: This item is an utility available to every user. It produces a bar
coded label to accompany an item that has to be removed from the ship for some reason.
Specifically, if a piece of equipment has to go out for repair, be returned as destroyed,
or is loaned to another ship, an accompanying label is produced. It is used to identify
and keep track of the piece of equipment.
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When the label is presented, the user fills in the appropriate information. When
the FSN is filled for the piece of equipment, the bar coded representation of the FSN is
automatically generated. In case the FSN is not the information needed in bar coded
form
,
the system can be easily modified to generate that instead. Once complete, the
user has three choices. These are represented by the three buttons below the card.
The printer button is used to print the bar coded label. The user is
presented with the dialog box shown below and is requested to specify the number of
copies to be printed.
The system, by default, prints one copy.
m.
The printer in folder button provides the capability to store the label In a
stack for later reference. The user can specify the name of the file to store the label
stored or it can be stored in the general file. This file is provided as a default and is
called "General Label Storage".
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store thit label to:
lllGpnerai label Storage |H
DtLiJl Cancel
This capability is provided to allow a ship to organize the equipment going out from
the ship. Specially, it can used to categorize them either by work center or repair shop
to which are going to. Table representation of all the cards in a particular file can be
easily produced by using HyperCards' built In "Print Report..." function selected from
the "File" menu.
This button allows the user to throw away a label if desired.
After one of the above described operations is selected, the system returns to the
driver's menu card.
• Navy message: This item has not been implemented, because it is specific for the
two Navys. It can be implemented for application to the needs for each of the Navys.
• Ext. rep. req: This item is available only if the system is used under Argos. When
selected it returns to the Argos program allowing the user to select an item and print
the computer generated request form.
The "Spot checks" choice: This menu selection allows the system to select, at
random, PMS jobs that have been completed from the quarters' daily activities cards.
A spot check sheet is generated automatically for a selected work center if "For one WC"




Spot checks j^ > 1 For entire ship





If the user selects "For entire ship", then the system will automatically start
printing spot check sheets for each work center. If "For one WC" is selected, then the
user will be prompted with a list of work centers from which to select one.
Sfi/pc/ e h'ork
center



















The "Go" choice: This menu choice allows a user to directly view a card in the
PMS system, provided the number of the card is known. This selection bypasses the











• MRC card: When this item is selected the user is presented with the dialog box,
shown below, to type in the MRC# of the desired card.
MRC number to go...
48 UI72S N
|[ OK ^11 ( Cancel ]
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After typing in tiie desired MRC number, the system presents the appropriate card.
If the card number is wrong, or the card is not in the database, the system informs the
user and returns to the driver.
• MIP card: When this item is selected, another dialog box prompts the user to
input the desired MIP number, and the same procedure used for the MRC card is
followed. The user is presented with the dialog box below.
MIP number to go...
2620/003-19(
1 OK It- 1 Cancel
Failure to find the card returns the user to the driver.
• LOG card: When this item is selected the user is prompted to enter some
description of the Unit name. The exact name is not required for the desired unit, but
only a few of the characters included in the unit name.




^J [ Cancel ]
When a string like the above example is typed in, the system searches for the
inclusion of the string in the "unit" field of the log database. If a match is found, the log
card is presented. If the search fails, the user is informed and the request is canceled.
The "Print" choice: This choice provides to the user with a way of obtaining a









Today's OR cards - all




• Today's DA cards-all: When the system performs this function, it prints out a
copy of the Daily Activity cards for all the work centers for the current day. This
function is used at the beginning of each day, so that the division officers can pass them
out to their work center heads. A includes a description of the jobs that the work
center has to completer that day. Prior to this function being used, automatic
rescheduling of uncompleted jobs takes place. This allows the system to move forward
all jobs that were not completed the previous day. This function is available only to the
SuperUser.
• Today's DA cards-1 WC: This function is available to every user. It provides a
printout of the the Daily Activity card for a selected work center. It is used both as a
reference for the division officer and as a report for what jobs have been completed on
a particular day. The user is presented with the following dialog box. The user types in
the name of the work center for which a printout of the Daily activity card is needed .





After typing in the name of the desired work center, the system checks whether or
not the user has access to this work center and proceeds only if they do. If access is not
available or the user changes their mind, the system informs them and exits the
request.
• MIP card: When "MIP card" is selected to be printed, the system follows the same
procedure followed for the "Go" menu item described alx)ve.
• MRC card: When "MRC card" is selected to be printed, the system follows the
same procedure followed for the "Go" menu item described alx)ve.
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• LOG card: When "LOG card" is selected, the system shows a dialog box allowing the
user to input a search string for the desired unit. This dialog is presented below.
Unit name to print...
LM2500
K OK ^]] [ Cancel
When the user types in the desired unit or part of it, the system does a search in
the Log database. In the case of no match, feed back information is presented and the
request is exited. In case a match is found and the card is displayed on the screen, a new
dialog box is presented requesting the user to ensure that this is the correct card. This
is done because machinery does not have unique names, unlike PMS cards , and multiple
log cards for the same kind of equipment can exist.
Is tt)is the log card you mant to print ?
Ves
in case this is not the required card, the user is prompted to find the desired log
card and do a manual print by pressing the print button of the card found.
Find the desired card and print...
[ Cancel ) ^ Ok ^)
From here the user can do a search on a different field, or with a different search
key.
The "Toolbox" choice: This choice is provided only to the SuperUser of the










Rdd more MIP cards
Conuert MIP-MRC file to stack
Empty PMS database
MIP-MRC cards in PMS database
Delete a MIP set
mC responsibility
• Add more MIP cards: When this item is selected, the SuperUser is presented
with the corresponding card of the "Toolbox" stack. Using this tool new cards can be
added to the PMS database, provided they are in the correct format. The new cards
must be included in a stack. Tools to transform the cards to the correct format are
provided below in the same menu. Specific instructions for this operation are given in
the "Toolbox" section of this manual.
• Convert MIP-MRC file to stack: This item gives to the SuperUser the capability
to convert a MIP-MRC text file read in from the on line PMS database to a MIP-MRC
stack. The files coming in by phone, should be text files without control characters.
This instruction prepares the updated versions of PMS cards to be entered into the
system, eliminating the typing process. It must be run first so as to allow the
SuperUser to use the function described above.. Specific instructions for this operation
are given also in the "Toolbox" section of this manual.
• Empty PMS database: This item gives the user the capability to empty the entire
PMS database, allowing generation of a new one in case the system is to be used for
another class of ship. It is available only to the SuperUser and uses a series of check
points to ensure that the person who has instructed the system to do so, is the
SuperUser. Specific instructions for this operation are given also in the "Toolbox"
section of this manual.
• MIP-MRC cards in PMS database: This item produces a list of all the MIP and
MRC cards in the PMS database for reference purposes. Specific instructions for this
operation are given also in the "Toolbox" section of this manual.
• Delete a MIP set: This item provides the SuperUser with the capability to delete
a MIP card and all its corresponding MRC cards from the PMS database. It is used to
replace an existing when an updated one comes in. Specific instructions for this
operation are given also in the "Toolbox" section of this manual.
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• VJC responsibility: This function assigns the relevant work centers to the
corresponding MRC cards. It is used when new cards are added to the system or when a
work center is added or removed from a particular MRC job. Specific instructions for
this operation are given also in the "Toolbox" section of this manual.
The "Equipment log" choice: This choice is available to all division officers. It
gives them the capability to add a new entry to the log database or remove an existing








Equipment log Rdd entry
Del entry
• Add entry: When this item is selected, the user is presented with a fresh copy of
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The only difference from the cards presented in the log stack, is the the capability to
delete the card by pressing the '^ icon. This icon is not available irf' the log stack
except in case of a manual deletion as described below. After the liser fills in the
desired information, he can either store the card in the log database by pressing the
"^ button or throw it away with the ^ button.
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• Del entry: By selecting this option the user has the capability to delete a card
from the log stack. The user is prompted, with the dialog box that appears below, to
enter some identification for the equipment that has to be removed from the system. By
doing so he invokes a search command. If the search fails and no match is found,
feedback information appears on the screen, and the request is ended.
Equipment identification to remoue.. .
D
LM2500
i '-.H ^ Cancel
If a match is found the system presents the card where the match was found, and
asks to verify that the card found is the one to be deleted. This dialog box follows.
Delete this card ?
Ok 1. 1 L Cancel J
If "Ok" is selected, the system asks the user to once again verify for his selection.
This is done because the deletion of a card cannot be undone.
Rre you sure ?
c 0I( L Contel J
If the user replies that this is not the card to be deleted, he is prompted to do a
manual search, either by finding the card, or invoking a local search according to some
other search pattern. At the same time, the ^ button appears on the screen, enabling
the manual delete function. The corresponding dialog box follows.
Do you uiant to search manually ?
1 ^° ] c Ves
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When the desired card is found, the user is returned to the driver's menu card, to
proceed with some other action.
The division menus
There are four division menus. Each is divided into sub-menus for the various
work centers. From these menus, the user goes directly to the current daily activity
card for their work center. According to the access and position on board the ship a user







Engineering officer's menu EMOI persor>el1 menu
As shown in the diagram above, the Engineering officer has access to all the
engineering work centers. On the other hand, a member of one work center has access




The PMS Toolbox is a collection of programs that lets the SuperUser perform global
manipulation of the PMS stack. Each card of this stack performs a different functl.on.
Instructions for using each function are provided on the card as help to the user.
The "Toolbox" stack, at present, consists of six tools. As the need arises, additional
tools can be easily added.
The PMS Toolbox Tools
The "Add a Fl/IIP..." card: This function provides the user with the capability to






Instructions • This function tjKes a list of sttckstnd Wds them to the end of
thePMSd«tsb«se
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Vour MIP cerds toedd If ttieijere not sllresdg ttiere
2 Press the button
si.-
'










The user enters the names of the stacks to be added to the database in the "MIPs
in"field
. These stacks can consist of multiple MIP and multiple MRC cards.
This button starts the execution of the "Add a MIP..." function . A message
informing the user that the program is executing appears at the bottom of
the screen . The cursor changes from \ ' to V. When this is done, a
dialog box appears, asking the user to verify his choice. This dialog box is
shown below.
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As the stacks are processed, they are removed from the left field and added
to the "MIPS out" field. When the operation is complete, the "Up to Date"
field of the "MIP/MRC List" card is set to "NO" to inform the user the
RMS database list is updated.
<iO This button returns the user back to the RMS driver.
This button lets the user to exit the RMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "Convert MIP-MRC file to stack" card: This choice provides the user
with the capability of converting RMS text files, consisting of MIRs and MRCs, into
RMS MIR and MRC cards.
&
File To Stack
• This function lakes a text file tM converts U to a stack
1 . All files to be converted must tie in the same folder
2 Press ^ullon "get text files' to select the files to be converted
J Presa the button at the left
gel tPHt files cleor teKl files










UI/'F^-i'ti^)] ? T « fi , ..
1
get teHt filet
To start the process of converting text files to cards, the user
must use the "get text files" button to select those files that they wish to
convert. Upon selection of the button, the user is shown a standard
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Macintosh file selection dialog box from which to select those files to be
converted. The files selected will be shown in the field to the right of the
"clear text files" button.
Once all text files have been selected ,then the user will press the button
at the left to initiate the transformation process. Once the process is
started, then the user will be presented with the following new stack
dialog box.
|es PMS 1
Q DH 0( t D«< I9B9
CD Empty Folder
C Mi(i_pnnl(j(l
G Neii; PMS 10-?7/89...






Neil) stack name: [ SPU) ]
Mtie
[ Cancel ]
a Copy current background
At this point the user should enter any letter or number into the dialog
box and then press New. Once this is complete, the system will start
reading the first text file and then will show the following information
fields.
P/ease be patient as this
operation will take a white
Number orMIPS 14 j





Number to qo 9
\
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As the individual text files are read, the appropriate MiP number in
shown in the "working on" field. Additionally the MIP number is entered
into the list of MIPs.
c^emr leHt riles
<iD
Once the operation is complete, the user can use the "clear text
file" button to clear the list of text files that have been converted to
cards.
This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
This button lets the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "Empty PMS database" card: This function provides the SuperUser with
the capability to empty the entire PMS database including all MIP and MRC cards. Six
empty cards, that form the templates for the addition of new cards later on, are the only
cards that are left in the database. This function is extremely dangerous. Additional
check points are provided to ensure that the person requesting the execution of this
function is the SuperUser. The card for this function is shown below.
Empty PMS db
Iratructioro • This function empties the PMS ilaUtoM Onlg ttie super uMr [^
of the si;3tem has 8cce3$ to it
I Press the button
4i morking... [ 1
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This button initiates the of execution of the "Empty PMS db" function .
When pressed, the user is prompted to enter their password. The system
checks whether or not this person has been assigned the position of
SuperUser in the Password stack and whether or not the password entered
is the same as the one he used to log into the system. This provides a
margin of safety by the system to prevent errors. If the check succeeds,
the user is prompted with the following dialog box to verify his choice.
This opperation mill delete the PMS db
( Delete |^] | Cancel j
And again...
Sure. ..This is the last chance...
I
( Proceed )^] |^ Cancel
If the checks and warnings are successfully passed, a message informing
the user that the program is executing appears at the bottom of the screen
and the cursor changes from ^ » to w ,
<^ This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "Delete a MIP set" card: This function provides the SuperUser with the
tools to remove a MIP card along with its corresponding MRC cards. In case a MIP card
is to be replaced by a newer version, this function is used to delete it. This function is
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set up this way so that even if a new version of the card is added to the system before
the deletion of the old one, only the old one is deleted.
W
i Delete old niP/MRC set
Instructions • This function t«t«s » )l»t of Ml Parte tnd deletes them from
the PrtSdttabneelong vlth all their cc responding MRCs
1 Tupe into the left field all the tllP «, you vtnt to (telete
2 If thegare found and deleted they ere going to be reported tn













This button initiates execution of the "Delete a MIP set" function . A
message informing the user that the program is executing appears at the
bottom of the screen and the cursor changes from ^ ' to w . As the
execution proceeds, to give some feed back to the user, the MIP names are
deleted from the "MIPs to delete" field and added to the "MIPs deleted"
field. In the case where a MIP card is not found, it remains in the "MIPs
to delete"field.
<i3 This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "MIP-MRC cards in PMS database" card: By using this tool, the user
has the capability to produce a list of all the MIP and MRC numbers in the PMS database.
The time of execution of this operation varies from a few minutes to a couple of hours,
depending of the size of the PMS database. To produce a hard copy of the results, the




Instructions: a Thlsfunctionnaknillstof tn the filP ind MRC cards In the
PrCtetetMM
t Press the button






















This button initiates the execution of the "MIP/MRC List" function . A
message informing the user that the program Is executing appears at the
bottom of the screen and the cursor changes from \ ' to W. The MIP
cards found are entered in the "MIP #" field and the MRCs in the "MRC #"
field . The total number of MIP and MRC cards is shown in the
corresponding fields. The "Up to Date" field is set to "YES".
This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "WC responsibility" card: This function is used after a new MIP set has
been inserted into the PMS database. It assigns the work centers that are responsible
for the MRC cards. This is done so that when the system does the automatic scheduling,
it takes this information into account and schedules the same job to be done by all the
work centers involved. For example, if a MRC job requires two engineers and one
electrician to perform it, the system schedules both the corresponding engineering
work center and the electrical work center. All MIP cards of a ship must be inserted
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into the "MIP.WC, responsibility"field. The format used to enter them is <MIP
#,WC1,WC2,WC3 >. If responsibility for some MIP cards is modified, for example
to add a new work center or to delete one for a particular piece of equipment, the
SuperUser deletes the "*" from the beginning of the line the MIP is on and all the
MRC's for this MIP are reprocessed. When a MIP is processed successfully, an asterisk
is appended at its beginning. This allows control on which MIPs are going to be
processed. Also, execution becomes much faster, because only the required or
previously processed MIP cards are examined and updated. In case a MIP is not in the
system, it is reported in the "Not found MIP" field . After the assignment of jobs is
done, the system searches through the entire PMS database, and pulls out all the MIP
cards for which no work center is assigned responsibility . This provides feed back to
the SuperUser, showing duplicated MIPs in the PMS database, because work centers are
only assigned once for each MIP number in the system. This avoids multiple scheduling
of the same job.
&
j MIP, WC responsibility
• This function t«l;ej « list of MlPoras •nd the cerespondinfl WC
theg »re »»signe<f to «nd nsignes them to the MRC arts
1 Tvpe into the left field all the tilpara) corespomting WC Inthe
f«nos,^ngform«t<MIP,WCI,WC,WC 1>
2 * IS going to be ippenued «t the beflining of ell MIP cerds






















d^-" This button initiates execution of the "MIP, WC responsibility" function .
A message informing the user that the program is executing appears at the
bottom of the screen and the cursor changes from ^ ' to w.
<i3 This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
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This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login




The "Planning" stack is visible and available only to the SuperUser. This stack is
where new calendars, for scheduling purposes, are generated and stored. When the
SuperUser asks the system to schedule the next quarter, the system generates the
calendars for the quarter. The user is then presented with the calendars to set the
"ship's status" for every day of that quarter. A typical card for a month is shown
below.
Zixa
Ship's Activities Mr -v^ttr 9tivtCI3|
Mon



























































The user is prompted to define the ship's activities for the quarter to be scheduled.
By "ship's status" or "ship's activities", we mean the classification for each
individual day. The ship's status will be taken into account when the automatic
scheduling is done so as to avoid unrealistic job scheduling and job distribution. When
all days are classified, the SuperUser has the capability to Initiate the actual job
scheduling. The days are classified by clicking on the small icon at Uhe right hand
corner of each day. The meaning of each icons is as follows: c
i. The ship is at port, at normal duty.
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The ship is underway, and only PMS jobs that can be done in such a
condition should be scheduled this day.
Major Holiday. No big PMS jobs should be scheduled this day, due to the
unavailability of personnel.
^^=^ Overhaul. Any PMS job can be scheduled during this period.
^ Inactive status.
The program could be implemented to run faster, but the trade off would be worst
job distribution and less thorough checking. The reason the decision was made to
implement it this way was, that as hardware improves and faster machines are
introduced, the performance of the system will directly positively be effected.
A typical calendar, showing the various days status, follows along with a detailed
explanation of the available options and functions.
Ship's Activities rt«r irf^i <»*iCi
i'l
Mon Tui
<> j October 19e<











































^gr"I -^ ^ kA 111
'S ^
The fields
• The Quarter after ovhl field: In the right top corner, a field indicates to the user
which quarter after overhaul is the current one.
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Quarter after ovhl l 8 1
1
• The Current month field: In the middle of the screen a field indicates to the user
the current month he is working on, and who's calendar is shown.
October 1989
The buttons
^ Presents the next calendar month. In case this is the last month of the
quarter, a dialog box appears, informing the user accordingly.
This is the last card of this Quarter.
^ °^ '^1'
Shows the previous month.
This button initiates the execution of the "Automatic Scheduling" function
. When pressed, a dialog box asking the user to verify his selection
appears.
Schedule PMS jobs for this quarter ?
If the user changes their mind, they have the opportunity, to cancel the
scheduling job. The system will continue and delete all the calendar cards
for this quarter and return to the PMS driver. If the user decides to
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continue, they will be prompted with another dialog, to reverify their
choice.
This operation takes a couple of hours...
[ Cancel ] I Continue |^ i
The actual scheduling takes from a couple of hours to about two days to
complete. This time depends on the system's configuration, the size of the
PMS database of the particular ship, and the number of work centers
involved. For an FFG - 7 class ship, it takes alx)ut two days to complete.
When permission to proceed is granted, the user is presented with
another dialog asking him to specify whether the automatic transfer
option for jobs that were not completed one day to the next should be
active.
Rutomatic rescheduling actiue ?
)
( flctiue „ ^
Inoctiue
And finally a short statement of instructions is given to the user.
Pleas© wait until the Computer asks for
a name for the new stack you are creating...
Then dim down the screen to prevent screen
burn After the schedulmg operabon is
complete-d ti^ie computer will shut itself down.
Click the Mouse to continue .,
When the mouse button is clicked, the user is presented with the standard
HyperCard "New Stack..." dialog box to name the new stack to be
generated.
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D (ompLrt'porl ^ ^DPI-»44
D Dfljepoil _ . .









S Copy currant background
In this dialog box a string of at least one character should be entered. The
string can be any random sequence of characters, because the correct
name of the stack is going to be set by the system. Then either "New"
should be selected or the return key pressed. The system will start the
automatic scheduling process. Upon completion, the computer will be shut
down automatically.
HELP
The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
The print button prints the current quarter's calendar.
<^ This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login




The "Movies" stack is a collection of images taken with an ordinary 35mm camera
and scanned into the system. Its purpose is to give the user a better feel of the
maintenance to be completed, and to point out intricate parts of the actual PMS job. The
images show parts that are hard to describe and/or jobs that are difficult to complete
without on the spot supervision. This function will play a big role in the training of
the personnel and should help them perform the maintenance jobs, unattended. It will
also give them the capability to review a particular job at their own pace, plus it will
give an instructor the tools to explain a job better before it is performed. A sample
picture for the C3 4FHP Y MRC card is shown below.
1 Movie card
hUTi PropK)Hlor> G*l T>j-b>ft»l LM2?O0
©SI
The fields
• The Equipment field: At the top of each card, a field shows the user the name of
the equipment to which the image belongs. This name is the same name that is shown on
the top of the corresponding MRC card.
Main Propulsion Gas Turbines LM2500
• The Sys MRC cnti no field: On the right top corner of each picture card, a field
labeled "SYS MRC CNTL NO" shows the MRC card number to which this image belongs.
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SYS MRC CNTL NO
C3 4FHP Y
• The "Pict of field: At the bottom of each picture card, a field informs the user
how many Images belong to this particular MRC job and on which image they are
currently on.
I
Pict 3 of 8
I
The buttons
^ This button shows the user the next image that belongs to this same MRC
job. On the last card for each job, this arrow does not appear.
^ This button shows the user the previous image. In case this is the first
image of a set, the arrow is not visible.
HELP
The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
^k\
<^
The print button prints a copy of the picture.
This button returns the user back to the MRC card they were on when they
invoked the "movies" function.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and ret^^irn to the login




The "Password" stack is the stack in which one card for each person that has access
to the system is stored. Each user has a card, tied to his password, that contains ail the
information on what they have access to. This way the system restricts the user from
accessing functions they are not eligible for. If somebody tries to open this stack and
review or change its contents, the program forces them out the PMS system. Private
access to the system thus is accomplished. The password system's card is divided to five
different parts. The parts for a typical division officer, along with the description of
each, are shown below. By selecting one of the five different stack buttons at the top,
we gain access to the various sections of the password system. The SuperUSer then
selects the items by marking the appropriate boxes that the person whose card he is
working on to have access to. Each entry corresponds to an item in the various menus
of the PMS system. After the desired items have been set, the SuperUser can store,
print or delete the current card by pressing the respective buttons at the top of the
card. The very first time the PMS system is used, a card, named "installer", is
provided to allow full access to the system by the person who is installing the system .
This password should be changed immediately.
The fields
• The Rank/Name field: contains the rank and name of the person to which the card
belongs.
Rank / Name :
• The Position field: contains the current position of the individual on board the
ship. One card in the stack must contain the name "Super User", for the SuperUser of
the system to allow him access to the functions available only to him.
Position
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• The Password field: This field is not accessible directly by anyone. It contains the
password of the person to which the card bebngs. The field may not be seen by even the
SuperUser or the owner. The only way it can be changed is through the PMS driver
menu selection. This field, Initially set to "me" for every new user, can be changed the
first time they log into the system.
• The "Set Access To' field: This field shows to the user the genera! category he is






General This button presents to the SuperUser the general access menu,
controls access to the PMS menu of the driver.
It
Personal Access Information ..:.;. .^:;g,^g::
1...,,.,,,, . .'^. ..
Rank / Nnme UD Enoirieer Position Enain Officer
SET ACCESS ^^ ^-^ ^^ ^^ ^^
TO ^# ^0 ^# ^# ^#
Ueneral On»r»l Vt Aomis tqmp Log D*C»-« Toobox
Generjl
E PsMvord Spot checks E Pnnt
A*nevmembtr For entire ship Todav' W certo - ell
n "ernovte member EforoneWC E Todag'j M ceri) - 1 WC
n Clwnqe mem be r's access E Go E ""C card MIP card
E C tie nge mv passvord ^ MRC cerd H t^lP "rd H Lo^ card
E Reports & mes«,es Bl-ogcard Q Sctwdule
E * iJof* *»9rsm - 1 Wt Dtfcjrtduerter
« done dieflrem - ell WC E '*«vu mewafle E Equipment )og
E e«r coded Hbel E W rep reg E A* en1'^| E C*! entrg
^
vc Access This button presents to the SuperUser, the work center menus, it is used
to control access to the DA cards for the various work centers.
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Personal Access Informal ion
••'-
Rank / Name Lt D Enatn«*r Pos Itton £ nalii onsttr
^"^^" ^ ^ ^WC Access Otnrr,\ VC Aoont t^ulf Lo^ Toolwx
Ht-1 Hf-2 Be-3 Ds-1 ns-2
KltMOl HtM02 EEM04 nsS02 DSS06
Hf"0* HtMOS H EMOS
ER09
^hlD Control ComtntSurtorm
Dsc-i nsc-2 Dsc-s Dcs-t Dcs-2



















Equip. LogThis button presents to the SuperUser the options available in the
Equipment log stack. In general, access to these functions is given only to
division officers and higher.
j Personal Access Information ;:<a»;^:ff.
Rank / Name LtD trigiioer .Position : £!filJL.Qffi«r_
Sn ACCESS
TO
Equip Log Equ^ Lo^ Tootiox
Weir D«t«
H Did mfctr
H Modifi/ mfctr ctota
^ Enter taleg'9 date
E Remove dote
E Enter other a<t«
PubliMtiOM







DACardsjhis button presents to the SuperUser the options for the Daily Activity
cards. Every one on board ship is given access to these cards. According to




Rank / Name Lt R.Erxnnte rlfioOffiwr .Position Efwi n. Officer
SET ACCESS
TO
DA Cords Ou^.r*! WC Aooass Eifuip Log DA Cardf Toolbox
pnsntnw
H Cheek job E *>'"
H Done E nil
E Canal check E^ae




n Delete e job
Trtnsfer a Job
3 Equipment log Ptrtonel HCamment
EOotolofl nAw'tnJo''
n*dHjobtolog Rriv person
HMRCcara H Ml P card
3 Check repair job
E I>i>ne
E Cancel check
D Cancel repair Job
Toolboxjhis button presents to the SuperUser, the Toolbox access menu. It
controls access to the Toolbox menu of the driver. In general , only the
SuperUser has access to this functions.
Personal Access Information
'n^'&IS
Rank / Name ; LtD Engi neer .Position Inofti Officer
sn ACCESS
TO
Toolbox G*o*r«1 VC Aoo»ft t"^np Log
Tool box Acce»
Toolbox
HwiJ nwe MIP cards
E Convert MIP-MBC file to stack
H Empty Pr-tS()«l»l»«
S Ml P-MRC carte In PMS detebese
H Cwlete e MiPsei
!2wC responsibility
'^ This button is an overloaded button. Its function is to store the current
card in the password database if it is new or to return the SuperUser to
the PMS driver if it is a reviewed one.
<!>. This button produces a hard copy of the five categories for review
purposes.
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This button deletes the current card. When pressed, the user has the
option of either cancelling the operation or proceeding by selecting the
appropriate button.
Hre you sure 7
C Ok 1 Cancel J
After the user is through with this operation, he is automatically
returned to the PMS driver's menus.
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The Daily Activity stack
If the PMS driver stack can be compared to the bridge of a ship, the Daily activity
stack is the engineering control room. This is where most of action takes place.
A Daily activity stack is automatically generated every time anew quarter is
scheduled. The stack consists of two kinds of cards. The first .the "Automatic job
Scheduling Status Card", holds information about the job scheduling done for this
quarter. The second, the actual Daily activity cards, stores information about the jobs
which must be done every day. In depth description of each of these cards and their
functions is given below.
The "Automatic Job Scheduling Status Card"
For every work center, one card of this type is generated and set at the beginning of
each quarter. This card exists to help the division officer evaluate the system, according
to the information found here, so that corrective action can be taken to improve the
overall performance of the PMS system . Everything that went wrong during the
scheduling process is reported here. A graph gives a visual feedback showing the
distribution of the jobs throughout the quarter. Also, jobs that were not scheduled are
reported along with the reason automatic scheduling has failed.
& Aulomalic Job Scheduling Slalus Card
Quarter: Oct-Dec 1969 ]
Work Center: En03















3000/001-88 niP not in ln« FTtS 06 <f
3112/002-ne niP not I n tri« Pns DC ry
MRC ', Periodicity, m/h, »t«tu8, related maintenance, WC Involved
26 W 1 G N ;. ,J , ABCD /< ^M02 EMOI CM06
88 fcXBf N;.,2 0,*eCD,H,Er-IO3
26 4P1.0 HX ,1 .6,AeCO,N,EM03
69M2HN,l,0 4,*8C&,N£M0! CM04




• The "Quarter" field: shows the name of the quarter scheduled.
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Quarter: Oct-Dec 1989
• The "Work Center" field: shows the name of the work center to which the card
belongs.
Work Center: Eno3 ]
,
• The "Quarter after Overhaul" field: shows the number of the quarter since the
last major ship's overhaul was.
Q after Ovhl: ^D
• The "Ship Status" field: Two values , "Active" or "Inactive", represent the
current ship status. The reason this field is here is because jobs are to be done
according to the ship's status.
Ship Status: active |
• The "Cumulative quarter" field: The cumulative quarter is a number that shows
the number of quarters since the PMS system was installed. The purpose of this
number is for scheduling jobs that do not belong in a quarter, such as six-month and
annual jobs. By using the mod function, the system can decide which jobs, with a
periodicity greater than "quarterly", should be scheduled and which should be skipped.
This way the system totally eliminates the need of "long term" scheduling and is able to
directly produce the daily activity cards.
Cumulative Q:
• The "fvJIP" field: In this field all MIP cards for the particular work center are
listed.





The "MRC" field: In this field all MRC cards for the particular work center are
listed.




• The "Unscheduled" field: This field is one of the most important for the whole
system, because it gives feedback information to both the PMS coordinator and the
division officer. It shows which jobs could not be automatically scheduled along with the
reason the system failed to do so. Some jobs, like "situation requirement" jobs, cannot
be scheduled automatically and the division officer should schedule them manually. In
this field, MIP and MRC cards not in the PMS database are reported so that the PMS
coordinator can add them. The system also reports jobs, with a periodicity longer than
"quarterly", if the desired quarter to be scheduled is not set. This function is explained
in detail in the description of the "data" field of the MRC cards in the appropriate
section of this manual.
Unscheduled
3000/001-88 : (IIP not
3112/002-R8 : MIP not
in the PhS DB
in the PMS DB
• The "MRC^, Periodicity, m/h, status, related maintenance, WC involved" field:
After the system searches the PMS database and finds out whether the MRC cards exist
or not, it sets up information in this field relevant to each MRC card it is going to
schedule. Then it deletes this job, from the other involved work centers so that the
same job is scheduled on the same day for all the work centers. After this field is set
for all work centers, the system takes the MRC jobs, one by one, and performs the
scheduling.
MBC •, Periodicity, m/b, atatua, related maintenance, WC involved
26 X9 1 C N ,L ,J , ABCl' > ^M02 EM03 EM06
ee 6XBf N4.,2.0,ABCD,^,D-»J
26 4PLD NJ.,1 .fe,ABCD,N,EM03




• The "Day/mh distribution chart" field: This field is presented in two ways
according to what information the user wishes to extract fronn it. The first is the list
view, where the user can see each day, along with the man/hours that PMS jobs have
loaded it. An example of this view is shown below.
Day/mh deatribqtioa chart
Skjt,, Oct 1, ioe« 0.7
fton, Oct 2, 1989 1.6
Tue, Oct 3, 1969 2 2
U«d, Oct 4, 1960 1.4
Thu, Oct 5, 1969 1.4
Fri, Oct 6, 1969 4 3
Sol, Oct 7. 1969 6
i-4i
The second is the graph view. The same information is presented in a graphic form
allowing the user an immediate view of whether or not the scheduling has been done an
efficiently. The smoother the curve, the smaller the peaks(the difference between
minimum and maximum in the m/h scale), the better the scheduling has been done. The
graphic form, for the data above, follows.
Day/mh deatrlbution chart ki-^
The buttons
liLi^i This button changes the view of the days/mh distribution field from graph
to list.
liJ-'lllLL This button changes the view of the days/mh distribution field from list to
graph.
ei* When the user presses and holds down this button, they are presented
with the pop-up menu shown below. It allows the user to choose from
which field a printed copy is to be generated.
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MIP*




The "Daily Activities Card"
The "Daily Activity" cards are located after the "Automatic Job Scheduling Status"
cards in the Daily Activity stack. One card is generated for each work center for each
day of the quarter. This card serves two purposes. The first as an assignment sheet,
where the jobs, both for preventive and repair maintenance, that a work center has to
do are found. The second is for storage for later reference and reports generation. The
user proceeds directly from the work center menus of the PMS driver to the DA card of
today. If this is the first time the card is opened for the day, automatic rescheduling of
uncompleted jobs from the previous day takes place. In a typical day, the person
responsible for assigning the PMS jobs, assigns them using the "Personnel" function
as described below. The division officer and the head of the work center, using the PMS
man/hours for the day as a reference, can assign repair maintenance jobs to be done
for the particular day. In case they feel that a job can wait until the next day , they can
leave the job unassigned and the job will automatically be transferred to the next day.
The card is divided to two parts. The top part for Preventive maintenance and the
bottom part for the repair maintenance . Those two parts are described further on..
^re«t he duled
Doily Activities Card





EM03 - wc-mefnbw 2 ^
CMOS - wc-fn»mt»r 9
EMOJ - wr-mmtrr 10
EMOJ - wc-ro«r*i«r 10
EMOJ - wc-tT»<t*»r 2
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R^l jLBWgit of Imi bi^^ing of goB tLrbine
a-<ll Fir* at lifeoil PLiv •!
ft^ja otion of vv'Pn^^t for tf^ip going tjrdr to^
^ Q
XTJ PMSm/h 1 4
<JD jCorr^WlK) 80 % n
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The fields
• The "Date" field: This field contains the date of the card being are looking at.
I
Thursd^Li, November 9, 1989




• The "PMS m/h" and "Completed" field: This field consists of two parts. The top,
labeled "PMS m/h", contains the total man/hours that are needed to complete all the
Pf^S jobs for the day. The second, labeled "Completed", contains the percentage of PMS
jobs that are completed and the m/h. This field is updated every time a change takes
place in the status of the PMS jobs. This field is also used to generate the report graphs.
PMS m/h 1.4
Completed 80 %
• The "Status" field: This field contains icons instead of characters. The icons are
the same ones described in the description of the "Planning" stack and are set by the
SuperUser during the scheduling process.
• The "rescheduled" field: This technically speaking is a button, but since it acts
like a field, it is described here. This field is X-ed out when rescheduling has been done
for the card we are looking at. If we look at tomorrows card, this field is empty. It
serves both as a reference and as an indication to the system of how many days must be
rescheduled. This means that if no one opens the DA card for a particular work center
for several days, the first time today's card is opened, rescheduling will take place for





This button shows the user the next day's DA card. If this is the last card
of a quarter, the user may not go to another work center.
This button shows the user the previous day's DA card. If this is the first
card of a quarter, the user may not go to another work center.
This is a set of two buttons at the bottom of the card. They serve the
purpose of scrolling the fields of the card allowing users to see contents
of the field out of view. The top arrow button scrolls the top set of fields
up, while the bottom arrow button scrolls the bottom set of fields up.
This set of buttons function exactly as above , except they scroll the
corresponding fields down.
This button invokes the search function of the system. Searches are
global, but only relevant for the work center from which called. The user
is prompted to enter the search string in the following dialog box . The
string can be a whole word or part of a word.
Search for uihat ?
busterl
1 OK 1^]] Cancel ]






The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
This button is a link to the Technical library. The current card is
temporarily stored away and the user is presented with the Technical
library stack.
The print button prints a copy of the current card. The format of the DA
card is printed slightly different from that viewed on screen. This is so
the fields can be expanded to their full length. This function can be
invoked directly from the PMS driver, to print the current day's card.
The printed copy can be used for reference during the day's job
assignment and as a report for the day.
This button returns the user to the menu card of the PMS driver.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the log-
in card of the driver.
Preventive Maintenance (top part)
The fields
• The "Job completed by:" field: In this field the division officer or the work center
supervisor assigns the name of the person or persons who are going to perform the PMS
job. The individual(s) is responsible for ensuring that the job is completed and for
assigning notes and comments to the job. If a job has no name in this field, it means
that the division officer or work center supervisor, desires that the job be carried
forward to the next day.
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Job completed bg :





• The "MRC cnti #" field: In this field, the system automatically enters the PMS
jobs to be performed . Jobs not completed during the previous days are moved forward
and placed following the jobs that were originally scheduled for the day.
MRC cnti j»







• The "Comments" field: This field is where short comments are placed for a
particular job. The person making the comments, can either pick one from the list as
described in the menus' description or write their own.
Comments
See fittached Notes. E
f1 i ss i ng MRC card
See Attached Notes.
This is a very long string to
Tools not available
• The " Ml" field: In this field we can find an integer number. This number
indicates how many days a job has been delayed from its original scheduling. This
number, placed here by the system, is used by the division officer or work center
supervisor to assign priority of a job over a another job that has been delayed for
fewer days.
• The " '^^ " field: In this field we find a "^" mark if the job has been transferred
into the equipment's log page.
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• The " LJ " field: A ""^" mark is found in this field if notes associated with this
job exist.
• The "^" field: In this field a "'^" mark indicates that the job has been completed
successfully. An "x" mark indicates that the job has been canceled.










Note: The ^^ symbol in any of the above fields indicates that a pop-up menu is
associated with this field, and the jser can click in the field to show the different
options available to them according tc their access.
The menus
When the user holds down the mouse button in a field with the ^^ sign, they are
presented with the following menus. The menus take information from the item they
are popped up from. The actions taken apply to the particular selected item.
The "Check job" choice: When this item is selected, the user can do one of the
operations on the job whose line they invoked the menu from.








• "Done": This item is available to everyone that has access to the system. By
selecting it, a "'^" mark is assigned in the '^ field next to the job selected.
• "Cancel check": This item is available to everyone that has access to the system.
By selecting it, a job that has been checked "completed" gets unchecked. This operation
cancels the previous one.
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• "Cancel PMS job": This item is available only to the division officer, PMS
coordinator and work center supervisors. This function is used to cancel a PMS job
either because it is already scheduled or because the person who has authority to cancel
it thinks that it no longer applies to a day or to the ship's current situation. When
selected, an "x" mark is assigned to the field next to this job. It is advisable that a
relevant note or short comment be made explaining the reason the job was canceled.
The "Notes" choice: When this item is selected, the user is presented with the
three item sub-menu shown below.
Ctieck job ^ 1
Notes , ^1 Fill






• "Fill": When this item is selected, the system either creates a new "note page" if
one has not already been created or opens the existing one if notes have been
previously assigned to this job .
c^ & ^ ]
11/9/89A7 Y590 N 8 22 PM o
Th« Job w«f cofnp1»t»d juecMfuTlg R»e9m»nd»tion
ri»xt tim» »n Wetrieiin com*f for tfrirttnct. Lub
oil leok*^ p«r-f»et, though »QUi[)m»fit hM txtn
vorking for long. R»e««T<»fid»d, •ddttierv*! ch»ck of
lub oil from ch*m Kit.
EMOI- wc-flwriwr 10
On opening a "note page", the system automatically assigns the MRC #, the date and
the time . After the user types in notes or comments about the job performed, three
options, activated by the corresponding icons at the top flap of the "note page", are
available.
<&> This button stores the note after signing . When pressed, a dialog pops up
asking the user for the name he wishes to sign with. As a default, the name
of the person responsible for the PMS job is given. Further checking can
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be forced , if needed, by modification of the program. For the time being,
it is not considered necessary.
Is this the name you Luant to sign with 7
1IIIFM05 -- uir.-mpmbor 9
D1 OKJj,J cancel
& This button generates a printed copy of the "note page".
mil This button discards the whole note if the user thinks that it is no longer
needed. Prior to throwing the note away, the following dialog box warns
the user.
This opperation irill delete the entire note
[ Discard )^] f Cancel |
"See": When this item is selected, the user can review,but not alter, any note.
This function protects the system from unauthorized alteration of information but still
allows the reviewing of notes. Buttons with the same functions as above are provided,
but without the signature capability.
• "See all": This item, generates a list of all the notes for the particular day. It is
provided as a way for the division officer or department head to view all the jobs and the
notes associated with them for their work centers. The options are the same as above,
but without the "delete note" button, because the information in this field is generated
from scratch every time, it is requested.
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^1 Go to log
Co ^V Hdd job to log
Comment ^
Personel ^
• "Go to log": This selection shows the corresponding log card, provided a card
exists and the link has been set up, as described in the "PMS stack" description of this
manual, to the particular piece of equipment to which this job belongs.
• "Add job to log": When this selection is chosen, the job and today's date, are
transferred to the appropriate card of the log stack. This function should be used with
care to avoid transferring jobs that are not important or excluding vital maintenance
jobs from being transferred. Future releases of the system should perform this
transfer automatically, when a job is completed according to a preset look up table.







• "MRC card": By selecting this item, the user can see the MRC card, from which
the function was invoked.
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• "MIP card": This function shows the user the corresponding MIP card of the
piece of equipment to which the MRC he clicked on refers.
The "Comment" choice: This item allows the user to add a short comment next to





Comment i 1 Job completed succesfully
Personel ' ' Missing MRC card
Tools not auailable
OTHER
The user has the choice of either selecting one of the predefined items from the list
or adding their own by selecting the "OTHER" choice. If the "OTHER" choice is selected,
the following dialog appears, asking to enter a comment up to thirty characters long.
Type in a SHORT comment. ..(30 char maH)
This is a uery long comment to demonstrate 1
OK
^]| [ Cancel ]
In case the string entered is longer than the thirty characters allowed, the user Is
presented with another dialog, requesting whether they want the comment entered to
be truncated to fit.
string too long. ..It will be trancated.
[ CRNCEL ] ^ OK o
The "Personnel" choice: This choice is available to division officers, work







Pertonel i ! Assign Job
Rmu person
• "Assign job": This function allows the user to assign the MRC jobs of the day
to individuals. When selected, a list of the available personnel for the particular
work center is presented.
Job complettd by











EMOI - w^rrnmbtr 2
EMOI - wc-m»fr*«r 3
EMOI - *c-m«fnb»r 4
EM0 1 - ve-m»fT*«r 5
EMOt - wc-m«T*«r 6
EMOI - vo-trmrbtr 7
EMOI - wc-nr>»mb»r 8
EMOI - wc-mttrttr 9
EMOI - we-m#fTib«r 10
EMOI - wo-m«T*»r 1
1
EMOI - wo-nn«i*»r 12
15
The user, first clicks on a person's name in this field to select him. The name
selected becomes highlighted. After the name selection, next click on the line of the
mrc job to assign this person is transferred their name to this line. The whole
assignment process takes only few seconds. A persons name can be overwritten by
another selection if the user changes his mind. To remove the name list from the
screen, the ^^ button must be pressed.
• "Rmv person": This function removes the name assigned from the line from
which it was invoked.
The Repair or Corrective Maintenance (bottom part)
The fields
The fields in this part are the same as the described above. The only difference
one is the "Repair Maintenance" field which is the one described below.
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• "Repair Maintenance": This field is filled in manually by the division officer or
the work center head. As the icon on the top right corner indicates, there is a pop up
menu assigned to it. Here they can add repair maintenance jobs for the day, or
training subjects for the particular work center. To do this, the user consults the
total m/h number for the day In order to avoid overloading it, and then presses the
mouse button within the field. The following pop up menu appears.
The menu






• "Add a job": This choice allows the user to add a new repair job in the repair
maintenance list. When selected a dialog box is presented, to allow the user type in
the repair job's description.
Type in the job please. ..(60 char man)
Sample lub oil from gas turtiine ^ 1.
I OK ^]| [ Cancel ]
The repair job must have a maximum length of sixty characters. In case the
string typed in is longer than that, the user is prompted with another dialog box that
allows for either editing the existing string by the user or allowing the system to
truncate it to the appropriate length.
string too long... It will be trancated.
( OK 1 EDIT jj
If the user selects to edit it, the string is returned, ready for editing.
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Edit it please.
Sdmple lub uil fiuin Uds turbine ^ 1. Ilie s<ini
OlTTj Cancel ]
• "Delete a job": This choice allows the user to delete a job previously entered.
The following dialog box appears.
Cliclc on the job you want to remoue 1
J OK :n
1
A message asks to verify that the user has selected the correct job. If "OK" is
selected, the job gets deleted.




• "Transfer a job": This choice allows the user to transfer the selected job to
another day.
The "Check repair job" choice: This choice has three sub-choices . This
function is available to everyone that can confirm that a job has been completed.
Arrange repair Job J_
Check repair job Done
Cancel check
Cancel repair job
• "Done": This selection checks a job as completed.
• "Cancel check": This selection removes a check accidentally entered.
• "Cancel repair job": This function, available only to those persons having the
authority of entering jobs, gives the option of cancelling a repair job, instead of
removing it.
Ill
Hint: The better this stack is maintained and the more precise and faltless the
filling of information is, the better the PMS system is going to work for the
individual ship. Old quarters can be kept aside for reference and history purposes. A
quarter can fit in an 800 K floppy disk in the ship's library in order to form a digital
record of all the PMS done during the ship's life. The DA stacks have to be
compressed though, using the "Stuffit" program provided along.
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The Ship data stack
General description
The Ship data stack contains general information about the ship. For the present, it
consists of three kinds of cards. The capability is to add nnore is present if necessary in
the future.
The "Ship's Data" card
This card contains general information about the ship that Is used through out the
system. Explanation of the individual fields is not included because they actually








Ship Stotus -*- Quart Aft Ovhl: 5 Cumulative Quarter ; 9
mmi
The "MIP Responsibility Table" card
This type of card contains a list of all the MIP cards a work center is responsible
for. Multiple entries of the same MIP number mean that the particular work center is
responsible for more than one piece of equipment of this type. For example, if the work
center whose card is shown below is responsible for four RBOC's, an entry for each
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Gets the user to the top of the page.
Gets the user one screen up.
Gets the user one screen down.
This button invokes the search function of the system. Searches are
global in the stack. The user is prompted with a dialog box, similar to
that the previously described, to enter the search string. The string can
be a whole word or part of a word.
HELP
*
The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
^P
The print button prints the contents of this card.
This button returns the user to the first card of the ship's data stack.
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This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "Personnel/Work Center" card
In this card, the names, rank, specialty code, and position of each person involved
with the PMS system are entered. There exists one card for each work center. The data
from this card is used when the "Personnel" function is invoked from the PMS Daily
activity card. When the personnel function for Argos becomes available, data about the
people assigned to every work center should be sent to this card in order to allow the
division officer or the person who has the responsibility of assigning the day's jobs to
have an updated list of the available personnel for a particular day. Right now all the
personnel assigned to a particular work centered are presented here.










































































The "Log" stack is available to all hands, although not everyone has the same access
privileges. This stack is where we keep the history of each piece of equipment on board
the ship. When a particular unit is removed from a ship, to be installed to another, or
to- be kept as a reserve unit, both a printed and a digital copy of this card, should follow
rt. The card is maintained for the life of the unit. When the unit is thrown away,
information from it can be used to judge the future purchase of similar equipment.
Machinery History Card
Unit: 6*» T«rblnt ingSOO * 2- Cipwt: B- 1 fr*: 143 3«c: P
rSW: 54ife-i7Ve7iS PW: Ttn4^5t^ OPL: 762554-284 tM»t. D»U: 30/10/9fe
S>«re P«rt B«x: L-$7; L»c: S:1V **' f<i ^ ^- '^—
Hfar. Di»
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When a new card is created, is very important to set the name of the card correctly.
To do this, we open the "Objects" menu from the menu bar, and select "Card info...".
* File Edit Co Tools E
When the dialog box appears, fill in for "Card Name:" the word "LOG" a "-" and the
first eight digits of the corresponding to the equipment MIP card, as shown in the
example. Then type <return> or click in the "OK" box, to set it. This will also set the
connection to the corresponding MIP/MRC cards.
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Cord Name: L0G-24SI/e0l
Cord Number. I out of 3
Card ID: 38SB
Contains card fleldt.
Contains I card buttons.
n Can't delete card.
[ Script... Cancel ]
The fields
Choices on the fields described below are according to the user's access clearance.
• The "Unit" field: This field contains the name of the unit the card belongs to. In
the general case, this is the same as the unit name assigned to the appropriate MIP card
in the corresponding field.
Unit:
• The "#" field: This field distinguishes between units with the same name. For
example, if a ship has two LM2500 gas turbines, there should be one card for each,
with "#1" in this field for the starboard, and "#2" for the port one.
• The "Cmpmt" field: In this field, the compartment of the ship where the
equipment is located is assigned.
Cmpmt:
• The "fr#" field: Shows the approximate frame number where the unit is located.
This information further identifies the unit and it can also be used on reports that are
generated about this piece of equipment.
fr*:
• The "Side" field: In this field, a "P" or an "S" is assigned for "port" and
"starboard" side correspondingly.
Side:
• The "FSN" field: This field contains the Federal Stock Number of the equipment.
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rSN:
• The "PN" field: In this field, the Part Number of the equipment is assigned.
PN:
• The "APL" field: In this field, the Allowance Part List page for the equipment is
assigned.
APL:
• The "Inst. Date" field: This field contains the date the particular unit has been
installed on board the ship.
inst. Date:_
• The "Spare Part Box" field: In this field, we fill in the number of the box the
spare parts for the particular equipment are stored.
Spare Part Box:
• The "Loc" field: In this field, we find the compartment of the ship, where the
spare part box is stored.
Loc:
• The "Ass. Pg" field and the " §" field: These two fields hold information about
where in the ship's enrollment list this equipment is enrolled.
Aas. Pg: S:
• The "Mfgr. Data" field: This field contains all the known information about the
manufacturer of the particular unit. This is both for reference purposes, and to make
correspondence with the manufacturer easier. The ^ symbol, that appears on the
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right top corner of this field, indicates the existence of a pop up menu. The pop up




The "Dial mfctr" choice: When this choice is selected, the user can instruct the




After the mouse button is released, a dialog box asks the user to select the phone
number to dial. This is set here to allow the user to specify which phone number, if
multiple ones are available, to dial in order to select a fax, voice, or a data connection.
Click on the phone number you want to dial.
^^3
In order for this function to work, the line containing the phone number should have
for its first five characters, the sequence "ph #:". After a number has been selected,






In the dialog box, the user can change the phone number and the way dialing is to be
done. If a modem or a fax machine is connected to the computer, the user must specify
whether the phone line is "pulse" or "tone". If no modem is available and the phone is of
the "tone" variety
,
the user can select the appropriate button and place the phone's
receiver next to the computer and let the computer generate the appropriate tones to do
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the dialing. To initiate the appropriate dialing process selected, click on one of the
following buttons.
u
To dial through a modem or fax machine.
To directly dial through the phone's receiver
To cancel the dialing procedure.
The "Modify mfct data" choice: When this item is selected, the system disables
the menu from this field and allows editing. When the user leaves this card to go to
another one, the menu is automatically enabled again .
• The "Publications" field: In this field, the publications relevant to the particular
piece of equipment are entered. This is for reference purposes only at this time. If in
the future direct linking is needed to the appropriate library, the system lends itself
for easy modification. For the present, the user has to select the library function from
the bottom of the page in order to do a normal library search. The ^ symbol that
appears on the right top corner of this field indicates to the user the existence of a pop





The "Go to pub" choice: This choice is provided for easy addition for direct
linking to the library in the future as described above. Right now, it has the same effect
as clicking on the library function at the bottom of the page.
The "Modify pubs" choice: This choice works exactly the same way as the
"Modify mfct data" choice described above. It provides the user with the capability to
modify the publications' list.
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• The "Drawg. #" field: In this field all the drawing numbers for this piece of
equipment are entered. This Is only for reference purposes at this time. If in the
future a "drawing and blue print" library in CD format are provided for the system,
direct linking to the particular drawing selected can be done. The ^ symbol that
appears on the right top corner of this field indicates to the user the existence of a pop




The "Go to drawing" choice: This choice will show the user the selected
drawing when a "drawing" library becomes available.
The "Modify drawings" choice: This choice works exactly the same as the two
above "Modify" choices do. It allows the user to modify the drawings' list.
• The "Date" field: In this field, the date that an entry has been made, is entered. A





The "Enter today's date" choice: This choice automatically enters the date
taken from the computer's clock into the line from which the pop up menu was invoked.
The "Remove date" choice: This choice deletes the date from the line from
which the pop up menu was invoked. -t
The "Enter other date" choice: This choice disables the pop up n^nu and opens
the field for editing in order to set a date, different from today's.
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• The "Remarks" field: In this field, the user enters any remarks, comments,
major repair and preventive maintenance jobs, or any measurements and test results
relevant to this piece of equipment. The entries in this field should be separated with a
line across the page. An option for automatic entry of this line is provided by the
system and described below. A pop up menu lets the user select one of the two available




The "Add data" choice: When this choice is selected, the user is presented with
the last line of the "Remarks" field. The menu is disabled and any new data can be added.
This choice is provided to avoid scrolling the field all the way to the bottom, since after
a couple of years this field can grow considerably.
The "Modify remarks" choice: This option works the same as the previous one
except that it keeps the user at the current position of the "Remarks" field.
The buttons
^ Presents the next log card.
^ Presents the previous month.
" Gets the user one screen up in the "Remarks" field.
-0 Gets the user one screen down in the "Remarks" field.
Gets the user to the top of the "Remarks" field.
Gets the user to the bottom of the "Remarks" field.
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9 This button puts a line after the current line of the "Remarks" field. It Is
used to separate the jobs in order to make them stand better out.
This button invokes the search function of the Log stack. When pressed,





3g 11 Global Search
This dialog box is different from the ones previously shown, because it
has fields and buttons of its own. The "Search for" field is provided so
that the user can type in the string to search for. The field on the bottom
is used to specify the type of search to perform. The default setting is a
"Global Search". To change this and restrict the search to one specific
field, press the W] button to invoke the pop up menu. The pop up menu,
shown below, has the names of fields to search on. When the user presses
the mouse button to invoke the menu, the pointer is automatically set to


















After specifying both the search key and the field to search on, press the
3to button or the return key, and the search begins. If the key is not




In case the user changes their mind about doing a search, press the
button to get rid of the search dialog.
HELP
*
The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
<i3
The print button prints the current log card. At the top of every printed
page, the general information about the particular piece of equipment is
presented. An example of a printed page is shown in the "Auxiiliary
stacks" section of this manual.
This button returns the user to the card they were on when they invoked
the "log" function.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login




This stack is used both as a print tool and as a space where the user can go and
review a report that he has requested. Every time a new report is requested, the
previous one is erased. The card is a graph paper look alike card that has the days for
its X-axis and the percentage of PMS jobs completed for its y-axis. Above the x-axis, a
small icon represents the status of the ship for the particular day. Below the date, a
letter shows the day of the week, to allow the user to better judge the PMS performance.
Near the right bottom corner of the card, a field gives us the average percentage of the
PMS completed for the whole month.
Performance Report
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The buttons
Shows the next month or the next work center if a global report for the
ship has been selected.
Shows the previous month or the last month for the previous work center
if a global report for the ship has been selected.
<i3
This button prints the current card.
This button returns the user back to the PMS driver.
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M. This button allows the user to exit the current card and return to the




The PMS stack is a database of all the PMS cards in the system for a particular ship.
It contains all the MIP and MRC cards, along with their tables and diagrams. One thing
that the user must be aware of is that sometimes requests from this database are slow,
and responses can take a couple of seconds because of its size. The system for the
present contains about five thousand cards. Throughout the implementation of this
database new features have been added that are not contained in the original PMS cards,
but that are closely relevant to their use. It is believed that they will improve the
functionality of the whole PMS system, like lists of repair parts found on the MRC
cards, and the links to the "movies" stack. The hypermedia properties of the system
give the capability for such additions without sacrificing the familiar view of the cards
or the ease of use of the system.
The "MIP/MRC list" card
This is the first card of the PMS database. Its purpose is to allow for binary
searches on the PMS database so as to improve the operating speed of the system.
MIP/MRC Ust
T?^ r
MIP list MRC Kst I
2340/001-49,203 <v 19 U720 »1, 13 o
2400A>02-ie,462
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2610/052-69,480 48 B2UT M, 17
2620/003-19 9 ! 1 . 48 U72S h, 15
4 361/002-58,323 ![ 48 U72<J h,27
4431/001-69,610 „; 54 60HN M.37
5000/001-58, 129 ' 56 6HTr V,49
5140/001-48,558 >' 56 6MZV N,41
5172/001-25,728 o 92 U72P N, 1 1
lS>i A.
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The fields
•t
The only two fields found on this card, are the "MIP list" and "MtRC list" fields.
These fields contain a list of the corresponding cards, along with their order number in
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the PMS database. A binary search on this field, greatly improves the operational speed
of searches.
The buttons
This button regenerates the MIP/MRC list. When pressed a dialog box
asks the user to verify their choice.
Regenerate the list ?
[ Ok
-.,) L Cancel J
The print button invokes the "Print Report..." menu function to allow the
user to obtain a hard copy of the lists.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
The "MIP" card
The MIP card, for the computer implementation, has been divided into two different
parts. The first has all the general information for the piece of equipment found on its
existing paper counterpart. The second has the listing of all the MRC jobs along with a
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The fields
The fields found on this card are the same found on a actual MIP card . The only ones
that differ are described below.
• The "SYS. MIP CNTRL NO" field: In the right top corner of the MIP card is the
MIP number of this card. This number is located at the right bottom corner of the
present hard copies of MIP cards.
SYS. MIP CNTRL NO
2340/001-49
• The "Unit name" field: This field does not exist on the paper implementation of
MIP cards, but was added here to give to the user a quick reference to which piece of
equipment they are looking at.
Main Propulsion Gas Turbines LM2500
• The "Page #" field: The page field, gives the user a clue of how many cards this
MIP is composed of and to which card he is currently on.
I
Page i of 2 |
The buttons
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Gets the user page 2 of the MIP card.
This button invokes the search function. When pressed, the user is
requested to enter an MIP number by the following dialog box.
lUhlch MIP do you wish to ulew 7




The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
This button takes the user to the appropriate log card for this piece of
equipment. In case that multiple pieces of the same equipment exist, the
user is presented with the first occurance of this equipment in the log
stack.
This button gets us to the appropriate piece of equipment in Argos's
repair part section.
3j' This button is a link to the Technical library. The current card is
temporarily stored away and the user is presented with the Technical
library stack.
The print button prints the current MIP card. More Information on this
function Is found under the "Auxilllary stacks'" description of this
manual.
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^ This button returns the user to the card they were on proir to being to
presented this card.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
MIP 2nd page
In this card we find the actual scheduling information for the particular piece of
equipment.
: i MIP card
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The standard MIP fields are found on this card. The ones that differ are described
below.
• The "SYS. MIP CNTRL NO" field: Same as above.
• The "Unit name" field: Same as above.
• The "Page #" field: Same as above.
The buttons
The buttons on this card are the same described on the MIP 1st page above.
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The MRC card
The MRC card, for the computer implementation, has been divided into four
different parts. The first has all the general information for the piece of equipment, as
found on its existing paper counterpart. The second has the procedure part. The third, if
it exists, has diagrams. The fourth contains tables. Multiple cards of each can exist for
each MRC card.
MRC 1st page
This page contains all the general information on the piece of equipment, along with
information required for automatic job scheduling and for the linking to the different
places in the other databases of the system.
x: ,-^ .^><>': ; : 3 MRC card 1
i
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The fields
The fields found on this card are the same as found on the actual MIP card. Only the
ones that differ are described below.
• The "SYS. MRC CNTRL NO" field: In the right top corner of the MRC card is the
MRC number of this card.
SYS MRC CNTL NO
48 V72S N
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• The "Unit name" field: This field does not exist on the paper implementation of
MRC cards, but was added to give the user a quick reference as to which piece of
equipment he is looking at.
Main Propulsion Gas Turbines: LM2500
• The "Page #" field: The page field, provides an idea of how many cards this MRC
Is composed of, and which card is currently showing.
I Page i of 2 1
• The "Data, work centers involved and relative maintenance "fields: These are
three invisible fields. They are show to the user when the icon at the right top
corner of the MRC card is pressed. The icon is a toggle, changes to IS? and needs to be
pressed again in order to hide it. These fields are used for scheduling the jobs and for
passing information to the various functions of the system. The most important of all is
the data field.
The "Data" field: This field contains six lines( more lines can be added in the future
if need arises). The first line is the link to the corresponding MIP card. The
information is filled in automatically at the time the MRC card is created. It is very
important that it has the format of "MIP", space and "MIP#". The second line contains
information about the corresponding log card for this piece of equipment. Its format is
"LOG-" and the corresponding MIP number. The third line is the MOD function result
required for scheduling some jobs. This number determines whether a job should be
scheduled during a particular quarter for jobs with periodicity longer than "quarterly"
or on an even or odd month for "two month" jobs. It allows the system to make the
decision, without keeping information stored about jobs scheduled during previous
quarters. It also increases the reliability of the system and allows the SuperUser to
determine which quarter a job will be scheduled, thus avoiding scheduling during the
same quarter, the jobs with the same periodicity code. The fourth linek^ontains three
numbers separated by ",". The first of these numbers determines, howcmany cards of
"MRC 2nd page" format this card is composed of in case the procedure section is too
long to fit in one. The second number determines the number of graphics pages and the
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third represents the number of tables that belong to this card. The fifth line is the
connection to the Argos stack. The sixth is the link to the corresponding picture in the
"Movies" stack, if one exists. The format for this line is: "MOVIE-" and the "MRC #"









The "Work centers involved" field: This field contains the names of the works
centers responsible for this particular MRC job. Information is either entered by hand,
one work center per line, or automatically through the "Assign responsibility" function




The "Relative maintenance" field: In this field we find either the word "None" or a
list of MRC jobs that represent the relative maintenance for this job.
• The "Repair parts" field: This field is an invisible field activated with the v
button. It contains the repair parts that might be needed to complete the particular job,
















The five buttons presented below appear on the upper left hand corner of the card
and specify during which ship status the job may be performed. If a job may not be
performed when the ship's status is one of these categories, we have to remove the
appropriate icon.
i Ci^=Cb -^
When one of these buttons is pressed, a pop up menu appears and the user can
select either to add a status or remove one. In the "remove" selection, the option "This"
is included refers to the status button from which was invoked. These two menus are
shown below.
Add ^ Normal Outu
, ]










The information from these buttons is used during the automatic job
scheduling, to ensure that a job that has to be done when the ship is under
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way, i.e., "max speed achievement", is not scheduled on a day that the ship
is inport. The five buttons represent the five "Ship Status" categories
used throughout the PMS system. These are, from left to right, "In Port",
"Under Way", "Major Holiday", "Major Overhaul", "Inactive
Maintenance".
Gets the user to page 2 of the MRC card.
MIP
1 3 ::_:





This button shows the user the appropriate log card for this piece of
equipment for which the current MRC card refers to. In case that
multiple pieces of the same equipment exist, the user is presented with
the first occurrence of this equipment in the log stack.
This button presents to the user the field that contains the repair parts
required for the particular job.
By pressing this button, the user can go to the appropriate picture that is
relevant to the job, in the "Movies" stack.
This button gets us to the appropriate piece of equipment in Argos's
repair part section.
This button invokes the search function of the MRC card. When pressed,
the dialog box, shown below, is presented to the user.
1
Search for: [ II
F Global Search SE if
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This dialog box is different from the ones presented already, because it
has fields and buttons of its own. The "Search for" field is provided so
that the user can type in the string to search for. The field on the bottom
of the dialog is used to specify the kind of search the user wants to
perform. The default setting is "Global Search". To change this and
restrict the search to one specific field, press the Mj button in order to
invoke the pop up menu. This pop up menu, shown below, has the names
of all fields to search on. When the user presses the mouse button to
invoke the menu, the pointer is set on the "Subsystem" selection, which is











After specifying both the search key and the field to search on, press the
3*2 button or the return key, and the search begins. If the key is not





In case the user changes his mind about doing a search he presses the
button to remove the search dialog box.
The "Help" button invokes the on-line context sensitive help function of
the system. More information about this function can be found on the
description of the "Help" stack of this manual.
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This button is a link to the Technical library. The current card is
temporarily stored away and the user is presented with the Technical
library stack.
The print button prints the current MRC card. More information on this
function is found under the "Auxiliary stacks'" description of this manual.
^ This button returns the user to the card they were on when they requested
from the system to present this card.
This button allows the user to exit the PMS system and return to the login
card of the driver.
MRC 2nd page
This page contains the procedure for performance of the particular job.
MRC card T
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In a few of the MRC cards, the procedure is so long that it had to be split into two
second pages. Corresponding fields and buttons have the same function as on the "MRC
1st page" described in detail above.
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MRC 3rd page
This page can consist of multiple pages also. The graphics, if any exist that,
correspond to the particular MRC card. Corresponding fields and buttons have the same
functions as on the "MRC 1st page" described in detail above.
MRC card
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MRC 4th page
This page is a free format page where information not following any specific format
can be placed. Tables or diagrams and graphics that do not require a legend can be stored
on this page. Corresponding fields and buttons have the same function as on the "MRC
1st page" described in detail above.
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The "Auxiliary" stacks is a collection of stacks that must be present in order for the
PMS system to run properly. They are never seen or manipulated by the user. They are
stacks whose size, context and function is exclusively controlled by the system. They
se'rve the purposes of "printing" and "form and resource storing".
The "Resource Storing" stacks
This group consists of stacks that are used by the system for storing forms and
resources. It consists of two stacks, for the present time. The "Home" stack and the
"Templates" stack.
The "Home" stack
This stack is supplied with HyperCard when purchased. In order for the PMS
module to work properly, the "Home" stack supplied with the system should be used
instead, because modifications and additions have been made to it. If such a thing is not
desirable, all the resources from the PMS "Home" stack should be transferred with a
resource editing program to the "Home" stack desired to be used. Details on this are
given in the installation section of this manual. This is the only stack from the ones
supplied that doesn't have to be in the same folder (directory) with the rest of the PMS
system.
The "Templates" stack
This stack, as its name proposes, is a collection of templates of the various cards
found throughout the system. When a new card must be generated, for example to add a
new entry to the log stack, a copy of the log card is retrieved from the templates stack,
prepared by the user and then stored into the log database. The system's function all
work in a similiar way when the need to create a card of a new form arises.
If in the future a need arises to add some more functionality to the PMS system, a
card of the new form should be added to this stack too.
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The "General Label Storage" stack
This stack is the holding tank for the bar coded labels, in case the user does not want
to store them in a different stack of his own. It would be advisable to create a new stack
of this kind for each situation. For example, when the ship goes for a major overhaul, a
stack of this type should be generated in order to hold information about the material
that went off from the ship, during this period. Another appropriate reason to create a
new stack would be to keep a separate one for each division or work center. The choice
of organizing the label storage has been left to the user, according to the particular
needs of the situation.
The "Printing" stacks
The "printing" stacks were developed in order to overcome the limitation HyperCard
has on printing reports in a user controllable formatted way. The function of each of
them is described below.
The "Log_report" stack
This stack, is used to print the log card of a piece of equipment. The system
calculates the number of pages that are going to be needed to print the entire log card,
and generates them accordingly. This way, the user is presented in hard copy with the
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The "DA_report" stack
This stack, comes to action when the user either requests a local print from a "Daily
Activity" card or when he requests a hard copy remotely from the PMS_driver. If this
function is requested from ttie PMS-driver level, the user has the option of producing
either a DA card for one work center, or all the DA cards for every work center on the
ship. This is the function that the SuperUser will use at the beginning of each day to
produce the DA cards that the division officers will hand out to the work centers'
supervisors, along with their specific instructions for the day.
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Apart for providing a hard copy with all the jobs to be done, it serves also as a
printed report for future reference on such things as; what jobs have been done,
whether they are transferred to the log stack, how many days their completion has been
delayed, the amount of PMS m/h for the day, the ship's status and notes are associated
with them. The form, generated at the beginning of the day, is shown on the left. The one
that serves for reference after the day is over is presented on the right.
The "Generic_fld_print" stack
This stack is used to print various fields that do not have any specific format all
around the PMS system. The reason for the existence of this stack, is because
HyperCard's "Print Report" function has the capability to only print background fields
.in a acceptable for the PMS system way. The format they are printed in is not always
suitable for our purposes. It is mainly used to print the "PMS Toolbox" fields for
reference by the SuperUser.
The "MRC_print" stack
A complete PMS system must have the capability to reproduce the PMS cards on the
fly. In cases of long deployments or when someone needs a copy of an MRC card to take
along ,for reference or spot check purposes, MRC cards should be readily available and
reproducible on demand. To provide this capability, this stack was introduced. The
main reason is that every MRC card is unique and the format they come is not always
consistent. To be precise, some cards have diagrams, some have tables, and some have
both. Their length is not consistent either. By use of this stack, all the above
inconsistencies are resolved by the system. Preserving the "information hiding"
principle, the print function looks identical to the user through out the system. A
typical MRC card is presented below. By varying the amount of pages, for each card,
the system overcomes the problem that all current on-line PMS databases have. Which
is to hold and reproduce only the text portion of MRC cards, without giving the
capability to the user to get a "real" copy of the instructions of the job he has to
perform.
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If the MRC card has graphs and tables, they are added too.
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This function Is provided to all hands and no password restriction is applied, so as to
encourage that personnel print cards, take them along and review them on their own
pace. No "print all MRC cards" function has been included, to restrict the printing of
all the near two thousand MRC cards currently in the PMS database. If such a function is
needed in the future, the modularity of the system provides the capability to globally
send a print message to the whole PMS database to implement such a job.
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The ••MIP_printed" stack
This stack is used to when a hard copy of an MIP card is required. It can also be
invoked from the MIP card itself or the PMS_driver. It is of use mainly to the division
officer or the PMS coordinator. This function is also capable of producing the amount
of pages required for each MIP card. The format MIP cards are presented in is identical
to the one used in the Navy. An example of a printed MIP card is presented below. This
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The "CompI_report" stack
This stack is used to print the "% completed" graphs, as described in the report
section of this manual.
The "Spot Check" stack
This stack is used to print the "spot check" form when one is requested. An example
of the spot check form as printed on the printer is shown below. Along with the spot
check card, the selected MRC card is printed too.
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